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The Sudden Daylight of Good Air

The Speculator Mine Fire
As I sat in the library reading the Montana
Standard, I heard this woman say her uncle was one of
the lucky miners who lived through the Speculator fire.
She looked about forty-five to me even though she wore
half-framed glasses that went out of style twenty-five
years ago.

While she talked about the fire, this other

lady kept nodding and saying, "Yeah, I know.

It was

just awful, terrible what happened."
Then the woman with glasses said that the fire was
still burning underground and that on a sandy hillside
out by Confederate Gulch you can see gray smoke seeping
through the dirt, just like steam rising off Silver Bow
creek on a cold November morning.
You hear a lot of talk like that in Butte about the
fire.

Even though most of it gets said wrong, someone

always has a story about what happened to his brother or
his uncle or to some mule.
The mines have all closed, the Anaconda Company's
gone,

groundwater has flooded the mineshafts and
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crosscuts, the open pit's a lake, yet this lady says
it's still burningj
Say if -she was forty-five, her uncle might be as
old as sixty-five, maybe seventy-five, but that isn't
near old enough to make him a miner in the Speculator.
I'm seventy-one and the fire happened before my birth.
Because people make things up about the Speculator, I
wondered if she even had an uncle, let alone one who
survived the fire.
Since my father worked in the Speculator, I know
something about it.

That fire killed 161 miners, which

still makes the record as the most men killed in a mine
accident in the states.

Out at Mountain View Cemetery

in potter's field sits a mass grave where the city
finally buried forty men because no one could recognize
and claim their swollen bodies after the fire.

The

coroner wanted to keep them in the mineyard until
someone finally identified them, but the mayor thought
those rotting corpses created a health hazard.
So you see, the fire left a lot of wounds.

Even

though it happened in 1917, the town doesn't forget it.
When I was a kid, miners came up to me on the street and
told me about the mine.

At first I didn't understand

why they picked me out to tell what happened to them in
the Speculator.

Truth is, they talked to me about my

father, Manus Dugan.

Now days, people talk about the
2

Speculator fire and don't say anything about Manus
Dugan.
Maybe I only know as much about the fire as other
people who live here, but I know quite a bit about Manus
Dugan.

I've got some things he wrote.

My Mom told me

other things and gave me the newspapers she had saved.
Besides remembering what those miners said, I've got
letters from A1 Cobb and Bill Lucas, men who did live
through the fire.
So I put things together to figure out what
happened.

What they couldn't tell me, I figured out for

myself when I hired on with the Anaconda Company and
worked for three years underground.

Even then, things

happened in Manus Dugan's story that I can't tell right.
Once when I worked underground, I shut the air off on my
drill, then switched my lamp off and turned on an
engineer's light.

A blue-white fire from thousands of

diamonds flashed across the walls of the drift.

It

almost seemed a shame to blast those walls and send that
ore to the surface where in the light of day it looked
like just so much drab rock in a bin.

I'm going to put

Manus Dugan's story on record, but I know that somehow
it'll end up in that rock bin.
Manus worked the graveyard shift the night of the
fire. Madge, my Mom, told me how he looked as he got
ready to catch the street car, sitting in the kitchen as
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he laced up his brown square-toed boots and rolled his
pant legs into a cuff so they wouldn't drag in the dirt.
Although he was only twenty-eight, he had a large
forehead because his hair began thinning early in his
life, just as mine did.

She said his eyebrows stood out

and gave his face a jagged, eye-glaring look when he
felt concerned—the same way mine gets.
His shoulders got heavy and his stomach went hollow
because going to work felt like the wrong thing for him
to do. Since they needed the money to make house
payments, Madge wanted him to work every shift he could
get.

Besides, they needed extra money to pay the doctor

when the baby came.

But that was the. problem:. Madge

was ten days overdue.
It was their first baby.

Because he had to work

the graveyard shift, Manus wanted his father-in-law,
Phil Brogan, who worked dayshift at the Speculator, to
stay with her.

But since Madge's mom had gone back to

Ireland to care for her dying mother, Phil sometimes
went over to Jerry's Tavern.

He had gone there that

night, rested his hand on the dark cherry wood bar,
looked at the mirror running all the way along the wall
behind the bar with the bottles lined up against it from
one end to the other, a line that matched the backs of
men at the bar.

While Manus didn't want to leave her
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alone, Madge didn't want her father to stay with her
when he drank.

She had her way.

Since Manus had to go to work, he made it clear
that if the baby should come, she must first call for a
ride to the hospital, then phone the timekeeper's office
so he could find out if anything happened to her.
left the number on a note:

He

Speculator mine--2317.

Still he felt uneasy.

Maybe overdue meant the baby

had died inside her, twisted around and tangled its
cord, choked off its lifeline and strangled.

Opening

her flower print gown before leaving to catch the
streetcar, he had listened, trying to make certain that
the child still had a heartbeat, but she knew what he
was up to.
"Just hold me," she said and tugged at his silkthin hair.
"In a minute, honey.

Don't talk, I can't hear."

"It's there," she said.

"Would you like something?

Coffee?"
"You're playing with fire," he told her.
"Did you know your button is loose?
shirt off.

See, this top one.

Take that

I can have it sewed

before the street car comes."
He thought the inside of her womb must feel like a
mine, dark and warm, her heartbeat replacing the sound
of dripping water.

Underground though, a light gives
5

you a lifeline.

Without a carbide lamp or a candle,

you'd have to feel your way down a crosscut toward the
cage.

In the darkness, you could step unaware into the

shaft and fall through an abyss of black.
in that shadowed world without a light.

His baby was

Maybe it had

taken that underground plunge without ever seeing the
sunlight or feeling the solid earth under its feet.
Tomorrow, Manus' mother would arrive on the train
from Iowa.

At least someone would stay with Madge, but

his mother meant friction.

She would argue with him,

trying to convince him that he should quit the mines,
leave Butte and go back to farming in Iowa.
earned $4.75 a day.

Here, he

No farm paid that kind of wage or

let him earn in two years money enough to buy the things
he owned in Butte.
Phil had mined for over twenty years in the city
and stayed alive doing it, though he suffered for those
years.

As the dust clogged his lungs more and more, he

began to hawk blood when he coughed.

Cave-ins might

kill a man quicker than miner's con, but either way,
both beat a man down to the same kind of ugly pulp.
Though his mother wouldn't understand, Manus had
figured out how to work in the mines, yet keep from
getting consumption or dying in a cave-in.

Because he

took a job as a nipper, he didn't spend much time in
untimbered stopes where the ground was shaky because
6

dynamite had blasted and loosened it.

Nor did he have

to use the hydraulic jacks, drill powder holes, and
breathe the dust-ladened air as he worked.
Instead, he rode the chippy cage down the shaft,
brought muckers the shovels and picks they needed,
hauled powder and blasting caps to miners, or water,
compressed air pipes and timbers.

But mostly he carried

down sharpened steel for the buzzie drills and packed
the dull steel back up to the machinist shop to be
turned knife-sharp so that the continual round of
drilling, blasting, mucking, and timbering could keep
unearthing more ore.

Inside his head, Manus had mapped

a blueprint of all the crosscuts, stopes and raises on
several levels where miners depended on him to bring
them the things they needed.
While the streetcar rolled up Main Street, Manus
joined Steve Gozdenica at the stop.
yet?"

"No baby comes

Steve asked as Manus shook his head.

"Don't

worry, even snake eggs hatch sometime."
Gozdenica said it with a smile, but his heavy
mustache buried everything in his grin, except for his
fat lower lip.

As he tried to grin Manus into

confidence, his two cheeks bulged and his eyes sparkled.
"I'll be glad when it's over,"

Manus said.

The miner

clapped him on the back as the street car halted.
Gozdenica's overgrown hands permanently stained with
7

dirt and his round hat with a round brim made him seem
like a peasant coming aimlessly home from his field
instead of a miner just going on shift.
The ride up Main Street took them through a canyon
of buildings and closed shops:

the Red Boot Shoe

Company, the Hennessey building, Florsheim's, Simon's
Jewelry, and a whole line of drug stores, cafes, and
rooming houses.

While the stores stood empty, the

sidewalk collected wandering men: some walked alone,
others leaned alone against a doorsill, or stood with a
crowd on a street corner--all either noisy or silent,
but feeling the night coming to them like a package
meant to be undone and the surprise of the moment
uncovered.
"See what Sallau says," Gozdenica nudged Manus as
he said it.

Ernest Sallau, the shift boss, a precise

man, either German or Austrian, had worked mines in
Klondike and Nome and probably the salt mines at
Salzburg before that, and held to Company policy like he
had it welded on his tongue.

"Talk to him."

"I told her to call the timekeeper's.

I plan on

checking everytime I come up."
"That's not good enough.
she calls?

Leave?"

fire you for that.
baby coming.

What are you gonna do if

Gozdenica shook his head.

"He'll

You don't want that to happen with a

Tell him about it.
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See what he says."

Manus nodded agreement but knew his chances were
slim.

Sallau wouldn't come looking for him if Madge

called or let him leave.

Too many miners depended on

Manus. But Gozdenica was right, he should ask.
Chances looked worse when Manus packed his first
load into the chippy cage and still hadn't talked with
the boss.
Sallau.

A gang of ropemen and electricians surrounded

While steam rose from the engine room's stacks,

the brown yellow of carbide lamps glowed warmly from the
dry where the men dressed, shined from the timekeeper's
where the payroll clerks shuffled their books, and
gleamed from the supt's office where Sallau and his men
stood.

Sallau leaned against a stack of stulls, one

among the many piles of beams, posts and planks that
sprawled below the headframe.
unbuttoned.

He had his jacket

Above his left pocket, stuffed with note

pads and pencils, his boss's tag made a white blank.

He

wore a cap with such a short bill it looked like a
beret.
Although Manus couldn't hear him clearly, Sallau
seemed mad, his eyes so big that even at this distance
Manus saw their whites.

His voice crossed the mineyard

but garbled in the rattle of steel that Pete Sheridan
and Mike Conroy, the station tender and eager, made as
they helped Manus load drills into the cage.
"What level?"

Pete asked.
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"2600,"

Manus said and stared toward Sallau.

"He's on about a cable."

Mike nodded at the boss.

"What they do?"
"'Lectricians lost it down the shaft a couple of
hours ago."
"Glad it wasn't us," Pete said and grinned at the
electrician gang.
"Some machinist said it cost $6000.

Nothin' like

money to get the goat goin'. I think he's fixin' to haul
it out himself just to rag their asses."
"Won't be worth $6000," Pete said.
falling down the shaft.

"Not after

A miner in the dry said he

heard it scrape cage on his ride up.

Prob'ly all

shredded by now."
The shaft sank over half a mile, 3200 feet.

The

main cages and the ore skips took up two quarters of it,
each counter balanced against the other, while the
chippy cage took up another quarter.

In the last

section, all the electric lines, compressed air pipes
and air vents ran.
from top to bottom.

Planks and beams timbered the shaft
Sallau's cable had snagged on a

post somewhere and the cages were shaving all the
insulation from it.
Manus knew the time was wrong to ask, but he walked
toward Sallau, waving that he wanted to talk.

As Sallau

sauntered across the mineyard toward him, Manus thought
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the night felt cold.

Somehow, the headframe seemed huge

and permanent, really permanent, its tower of girder and
supports raising black ribs toward the clouds.

He told

Sallau about Madge and what he wanted Sallau to do.
While he explained everything, he could see himself
grinning when coming on shift tomorrow night and telling
Sallau how Madge had made him the father of a feet
kicking, fist clenching boy, a future miner for the
Speculator.

He waited for Sallau's eyes to meet his,

but they didn't.
"We got a cable tangled in the shaft at the 2400,"
Sallau said.
Jeezus, Manus wanted to say, will you give up.
This is my wife we're talking about.

"Do you have any

kids, Mr. Sallau?"
Sallau turned to the side, put a foot up on a
headframe iron and looked into the sky.
tonight.

Might even snow.

"It's cold

I don't remember nights

getting this cold in June.

What do you think it means?"

Manus shrugged as he looked up and saw a planet,
Venus, shine like a steel bearing through an alley in
the clouds.
"My wife went back to Dakota to stay with her
family.

Her father's taken sick.

two-three months.

She's been gone maybe

Won't say when she's coming back.

Hasn't even answered my last letter.
11

He turned and faced Manus.
kids.

"No, I don't have any

That makes it a hell of a lot easier for me to

say no doesn't it?
"But I know the thoughts coming and going inside
your head.

It happened to us once, losing a baby.

The

only time she ever got pregnant.
"I took her to the hospital, then waited for hours.
I didn't even turn the light on in the waiting room when
it got dark, but I stood at the window trying not to
feel small.
"Have you noticed that Manus?

When you work

underground, you get used to having the earth over your
head.

After you come out of a mine,~the sky makes you

feel small.

You shrink down tell it hurts.

"I hurt that night.

Dying takes long and I thought

she was dying.

When the doctor came, I found out my

baby was dead.

Although my wife was alive,

hurting and had a fever.

she was

All I could do was sit beside

her and hold her hand."
He looked toward Pete Sheridan and Mike Conroy,
took a deep breath and let it come slowly back out. "No,
I don't have any kids.

I'm sorry, you didn't need to

hear a story like that, not when your wife's going
through this.

Forget I said it..."

A couple of ropemen packing a winch joined his
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crew.

"Go on," Sallau said.

send someone to find you.

"When the time comes, I'll

We'll cover for you."

On the 2600 level, Manus shoved an open car along
the narrow tram rails of the crosscut.

All four wheels

chirped under the load of sharpened steel and the dull
steel he had already taken from miners in the first
stopes. While his light glared on the compressed airline
above him, off the ragged bark of the stulls, across the
planks lining the walls where rock wedged through
cracks, it faded into the darkness behind him, glinting
briefly on the rails that narrowed into the drift.
When he thought about Madge, everything he could
imagine about Sallau unfolded.
to depend on the foreman now.

Somehow, his baby seemed
He saw Sallau untangle

the wire, haul it out of the shaft's cavern, roll it up
and take it to the surface.

Then the two electricians

and the four ropemen would take a break.

While they

smoked and drank coffee, Sallau would stretch out the
ragged six thousand dollar cable, size up the damage,
tug on his cap and pull his fat mustache as he figured
out what part the Company could use of the wire, what
part the machinists could fix.

Had Madge called, the

timekeeper would stroll over to Sallau.
would raise his hand toward a ropeman.

Then the boss
Venus would

shine like a steel ballbearing, and the ropeman would
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throw his glowing cigarette down and cuss under his
breath, then ride the chippy to the 2600 to find Manus.
Forty minutes into shift, Manus kept picturing
Madge on the telephone, and Sallau in the mineshaft,
reaching for a cable.

The next raise lay too far away

for him to see a light or hear a buzzie-drill hammering
rock.

Even though he knew it was too early to expect

anyone, he moved at a gait slower than his usual pace,
just in case a ropeman came behind him.

His shadow

rippled along the wall, over the posts and rough rock
bleached white by his carbide lamp, but he didn't
notice.
Up ahead the miners were drilling, wanting him to
interrupt them-so they could take a break and roll a
smoke, as if this shift passed as usual as ever.
didn't for Manus.

It

While he remembered the last two men,

Ansely and Faron, one working the clanging, air
sputtering hydraulic buzzie as- it drilled a blasting
hole into the face of a wall and the other wetting down
the dust with a water hose, a thought crossed Manus'
worries, one he had promised himself to avoid.

Those

contract men probably made $10 a day, twice as much as
he did.
He wondered how it would be to take a week's worth
of money like that away from the pay office window,
green bills rubbing against your hand, fattening your
14

wallet.

Because money was the only reason why he had

come to work, he thought of it now as he desired to be
with Madge.

Had he earned as much as a contract miner,

he'd be home tonight.
That strange feeling of permanency came to him
again.

He had pushed a nipper's car so often down these

crosscuts in the last two years the timbers seemed
natural underground and the crosscut seemed like a long
alley rather than an unearthed corridor over half a mile
below surface.
He remembered a hallway in the four-plex where he
and Madge had rented.

When she got pregnant, he wanted

something permanent, a place of his own so he could
raise a kid away from the uptown streets and taverns.
He chose a house with a good sized yard on south
Alabama.
On the hill, four-plexes lined street after street
with their picket fenced porches, spindly posts and
wooden stairs--all huddled so close you couldn't walk
between the buildings, and every block crowding a
mineyard.

When you looked out across the valley as it

swept toward the Highlands, seeing a scatter of old
cottonwood trees along the flats and a stubble of
willows, you felt the cluster of houses crawl on you
soul like lice.

Uptown was no place to raise a kid.
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Suddenly a dry gust of hot air blasted him.

Heat

stung his face, burned his bare hands against the
upright post of his car, warmed his jacket.

As it

snapped a rope lying in his car, whistled in cracks
behind the stulls, swirled dust into the white glare of
his carbide, Manus knew something had gone wrong.

He

didn't know what, but no wind ever blows underground.
This blast of furnace air was more than strange.

When

he pictured Madge lying across a bed, grimacing and
holding her swollen belly, he left the car and ran for
the shaft.
But he never made it as far as the shaft.

A black

cloud rolled slowly down the crosscut toward him, smoke
hanging about two feet off the floor.

When sooty fumes

billowed around him, he took a whiff that smelled as
bitter as green willows burning.

Backing out of it, he

walked ten feet away and watched the murk drift his way.
Catching the sound of someone else coughing, he held his
fist to his mouth and choked-in his own hacks to make
sure he hadn't heard an echo.

No, someone inside those

fumes wheezed and coughed for air.
"Faron|" he called out the name of a miner he had
left steel with earlier.

"Faronj Ansely| Faron}"

For a twitching second, he remembered the time his
father had leaped off the platform of a grain elevator
and into a box car to save his brother from drowning in
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a gold lake of wheat grains.

Then Manus charged into

the black cloud, stooped himself over so his face almost
touched his knees, kept his nose to that margin of clear
air, his hands thrown back and his legs pumping.
When the layer of good air stopped, he wrapped his
arm around his head and breathed through the crook of
his denim jacket.

In the thick haze, his carbide didn't

throw light enough for him to see very far.

Once he

walked smack into a stull and knocked himself down.
After that, he moved by crawling and squat-walking,
keeping one hand on the tram rail and reaching out with
the other to touch the coughing person whose voice no
longer sounded.

Every time he drew an elbow back to

suck a breath through his sleeve, his lungs flared with
a rasping ache.
He touched the man's shoulder first, then grabbed
his whole arm and felt the body flop.

Hugging himself

to the miner, Manus got down so his carbide lamp shined
on the man's face, almost nose to nose with him.

He

could see Ansely's features, the narrow, slanted eyes,
jutting jaw and shaggy mustache.

Blood, sticky and

warm, soaked Manus' fingers as he reached to feel the
miner's pulse.

Blood covered Ansely's throat J

Manus bolted away and headed for clear air.

With

the arched vault of the crosscut swarming with heavy
smoke, the jagged cuts of rock protruding from the rough
17

ceiling walls didn't show anymore nor did the heavy
timber of the drift sets as they receded into the dark.
The thick pitch of after-burn covered everything.

Even

the nearest drift set, its cap and two posts supporting
it at angles, was buried in the murk.
over the tram rail.

Once he tripped

After he picked himself up, he ran

on, but feeling dizzy, he blindly smacked against a rock
wall and cracked his knee.

When finally stumbling into

good air, Manus forced himself to keep going so he could
stay ahead of the cloud.
He stepped around his nipper's car, deciding not to
take a minute to shake the light-headedness the smoke
made him feel.

Ansely with his throat torn openj

Those

bloody fingers bristled the bones of his spine, and fear
for his own life dimmed his worries about Madge and the
baby.

Mingled with the smoke was the smell of singed

hair and hide.
Since he had found Ansely somewhere near the shaft
and the smoke rolled in from the direction of'the
station, he guessed that the shaft was on fire.

Bad as

a fire could make things, staying out of the wood gas
meant everything now.

It meant his life and the life of

everyman still on the 2600.

He had to warn them.

Manus fixed his certainty on two things: staying
away from the shaft and keeping out of the gas.

Holding

Ansely in his arms and realizing exactly how the miner
18

had died was enough, I guess, to make Manus sure about
what the smoke could do.
monoxide.

The fumes were full of carbon

Ansely had breathed enough of the gas that it

began robbing the oxygen out of his blood, giving him a
floating feeling at first, but then turning heavy as
tar, causing him to feel as if he were drowning in it,
making his fingers clutch at his own throat as he tried
to ease one good breath into his lungs.
Newspapers read differently about it.

When the

rescuers began bringing bodies of the dead miners up,
one of the first reports tells about how they found
miners with torn throats, blood-stained fingers and
death-faces twisted in horror.

After that, every

account says the miners who died in the gas had peaceful
expressions on their faces--that when death came, each
man went easy, falling into sleep and restful dreams.
I knew one rescuer, a man who had a weight of
trouble about the fire in his veins.

Over a long round

of drinks, I asked him, "Did they die easy?"

After

saying it, I suddenly felt how wrong it was to ask.

He

paused, had a sip of whisky, then told me how widows
crowded the fence at the mineyard.
Some things are only said in silence.
But Manus knew what the wood gas meant.

Somewhere

ahead the other miners of the 2600 worked, unknowing.
Over all their heads stood a half mile of earth.
19

He met

them as they crowded together and made for the shaft.
Bill Lucas smiled at him.

Lucas' eyes darted from Manus

to Leonard Still, the miner who was breaking Bill in.
Bill was seventeen, gangly legged and cocky.

Since he

wore his cap tilted down on the right, he had his hand
on the visor now, making sure it kept the proper slope.
Leonard strode up to Manus, an unlit cigar poked from
the right side of the miner's thick-lipped mouth.
Unlike Bill, the deep folds on Leonard's brow showed he
understood the situation.

Leonard rubbed at his

hairline where his monk-like hair mopped against his
forehead.

His small-billed cap, worn on the back of his

head like a skull cap, and the leather apron over his
trousers made him look- like a square-shouldered, barrelchested Jewish butcher.
Murphy Shea, a blonde, hatless and clean shaven
man, known as a Wobblie radical, shoved between Leonard
and Bill.

The others crowded up to Manus too, John

McGarry, Spiro Bezersich, Krist Popovich, Joe McAdams,
All Cobb and Steve Gozdenica.

Gozdenica, usually

smiling-faced, looked expectant and uncertain now.

The

miners eyed Manus as if he had to tell them whether they
had to die or whether they could forget about the blast
of hot air and go back to the dim candlelit-dust of
their stopes.
"You see anything?" Leonard asked.
20

"Wood gas.

Pretty thick."

"Hurry up|"
Manus.

Leonard said and tried to move past

Although Manus grabbed him and held him back,

Bill Lucas strode easily down the crosscut, Murphy Shea
cut around them too.
"Waitj Wait|"
"We've got to get out fast,"
"The shaft's burning!"

Shea said.

Manus shouted as the men

darted their eyes from him to the receding drift sets
that led to the station.
Leonard jerked away from Manus.
"We head up the manway,"
"What the hell?'

"We're trapped?"

Manus said.

Leonard shouted.

"Do you think

we can climb out of here?"
Bill Lucas didn't smile anymore.

Spiro Bezersich,

A1 Cobb, Gozdenica and the others stared unblinking at
Manus.

"The twenty-two.

Just to the twenty-two.

We

can walk that tunnel into the next shaft, the Rainbow
and ride a cage up from it."
"The twenty-two,"
make."

Gozdenica said,

"that we can

He started shoving through the miners, taking

the lead toward the raise that had ladders coming down
from the next level up, the 2400.
Behind Gozdenica came Spiro Bezersich.

Leonard

walked in front of Manus and Bill Lucas had already
butted around them.

Bill had quit school a year ago.
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Since then, he had worked loading ore cars, mucking, had
even driven a mule on the tram.

He was smart, a fast

learner who worked hard.
Because Leonard saw that part of Bill, he wanted to
make a miner the cut of himself out of the boy.
was easily swayed.

Bill

Contract miners made the most money

and swaggered about as if they were granite stones while
everyone else was talc.
learned his ways fast.

At least Leonard did, and Bill
Leonard had a way of sprawling

his elbows and legs to make himself the biggest man in a
room.

As Bill walked ahead of him, Manus marked how

much of Leonard's high-head and crooked-elbow gait Bill
had already managed to copy.
Once Manus wanted Bill to get on with the
electricians or the machinists or the hoistmen--good
paying jobs where a man used his head and saved his
lungs.

Leonard and his big money contracts lured Bill

away from that idea.
Manus didn't say anything to Bill anymore, not
since the time he eyed Bill in the dry as the boy
stooped over and laced his boots.

Looking up, Manus had

stared directly into Leonard's laugh.

Even though he

had all the reasons needed to convince Bill to work as a
hoistman, Manus felt his voice pinch as tight as his
face.

While Leonard grinned as if gloating, Manus knew

how useless his words would sound.
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Besides, he wasn't going after those jobs either.
Working as a nipper had become the easy thing to do.

It

wasn't likely that Bill would pay him much attention,
particularly now that Leonard had trapped him.
Contracting and ten dollars a day were magic words that
turned a boy into some kind of wonder man who knew how
to break a dollar's more worth of ore than any other
miner, wash all the dust out of his blood with a couple
of beers, and hang on a little harder to those ringlethaired chippies down on Mercury street--everything it
took to believe that was Leonard who knew stopes where
the rock broke easy, bars where the silver dollars
squeezed out of your hand like mercury, and alleys where
the girls slid under you and out of your life just as
easy.
In the manway, men bunched up at the bottom of the
ladder as everyone waited for the fellow ahead of him to
climb high enough so the miner's heels wouldn't boot
against his head.

Manus thought about the four hundred

feet of ladders to climb--four ladders, each a hundred
feet, and they had to walk some down the 2400 level just
to get to another raise where the last two ladders were.
Things didn't look good, but it could be worse.

While

the mine went down to the 3200, the manways went only as
far as the 2600.

Fellows on levels below them had no

way of getting out.
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You see, a tunnel has two open ends on it.

The

2200 was a tunnel, one end opened on the Speculator
shaft and the other on the Rainbow's.

Manus wanted to

climb to the 2200, walk down it and take a cage up to
the surface through the Rainbow.

Miners call a tunnel

without an open end, one that pinches off where the ore
lays, a drift.

Since the 2600 didn't have both ends

open, it wasn't a tunnel. A big pocket of ore dug out by
the miners had created a huge cavern on the 2600; so it
wasn't quite a drift either.

As the ore vein plunged

toward the earth's center, the 2600 cut through it.
Miner's called that huge cavern they had excavated a
stope because they built raises, square sets of
timbering with planks as floor, to get to the ore above
them.

The raises layered one on top of another, like

cells in a bee hive, until they reached the next level.
Ladders connected the raises to form a manway that made
it possible to climb to the 2400 from the 2600.

Once

Gozdenica got to the 2400, everyone could go to the
stope there and climb through another layer of raises to
the 2200.
As Manus climbed, the ladder trembled with the
footholds and handholds of miners above and below him.
He felt their weight pull at the bolts riveting the
ladder to the wall.

At first he had to think about

getting his foot high enough, reaching his hand far
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enough so he could climb smooth and fast.

After a

while, all he had to do was open his palm and an iron
rung suddenly filled it.

Still, fast as they were

moving, the wood gas travelled faster.
If the 2200 had a bulkhead sealing it off from the
Rainbow, they'd have to break through concrete—unless
some miners ahead of them had already battered down the
bulkhead to escape.

He wondered if the gas would reach

them as they bored through the concrete.
When Manus reached the 2400, he followed the miners
ahead of him toward the next stope.

While Manus wore a

carbide light, the miners used candles, but in making
the climb, most men had put their candles out to carry
them in their pockets.
candles were lit.

Now only a scattered number of

Their lights etched the bark-stripped

posts into white gold and fragmented their shadows into
dark starlings that flitted and weaved across the rock
wall.
Before they reached the 24 raise, some men ran into
them from behind.

Everyone kept walking, Manus waited

until the new miners caught up to him.

He knew them,

Negretto and Worta, Evcovich and Jennis, Jovick, Ned
Heston and Godre Galia and some others—men who worked
the stopes on the 2400.

More of them came, altogether

maybe fifteen.
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"We tried getting to the shaft," Ned Heston said, a
sad faced man made sadder by a weak chin, and whose big
hands looked like fat potatoes.

"Gas cut us off."

"How far back?"
"Not far enough and comin' fast."
"How many of you?"
"Maybe eighteen,"

Ned said. "We'll have to crowd

that ladder."
"That many?"

Manus said, figuring that in sum they

totaled around twenty-eight men beside himself.
Herb Carlson behind them stumbled into Manus.
"It's not me," he said apologetically.

"They're shovin'

from behind."
"It's the smoke comin' on 'em," Ned said.
As Carlson knocked against them again, Manus
tripped forward.

Panic pushed everyone tighter.

Miners

behind shoved harder and the men ahead, unable to move
faster, resisted.

At the manway, Manus heard Leonard

shouting, "Tell him to keep climbing."
"He won't do it,"
"Who is it?

Al Cobb said.

Who's up there?" Leonard demanded.

"Gozdenica."
"Tell that bastard to move his ass|"
Men strung along the ladder.

Others crowded into

the manway wanting a chance to get at the rungs, but no
one on the ladder climbed.
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Some on the lower rungs

overlapped each other.

Because Popovich's head was

higher than McGarry's feet, he didn't have a good
handhold.

One hand swung free and McGarry's leg crowded

Popovich's hand from its hold.
"Let them down,"

Manus said, seeing that the

highest men on the ladder were trying to step down
instead of climbing up.
"Come down then,"

"Give them room."
Leonard bellowed.

"Get your ass

off and let me byj"
Everyone crammed into the raise as the miners
crushed together to open a wedge for the eight men on
the ladder.

When Steve Gozdenica lowered into view,

Leonard called, "Jump off and let me at her."
"It's all smoke up there," Steve said.
Manus shined his carbide upward and squinted into
the depths.
of gas.

In the reaches of his light, he saw billows

Behind him men in the stope coughed.

Gas had

filled the 2200 and cut their escape route off.

It was

filling the 2400 level from the top down as well as
swirling into them from behind.
"Come down,"

Manus told Gozdenica.

"Yes," Leonard said and shoved to the iron ladder,
clutched its railing, and grabbed Popovich's shoulders
as if he wanted to fling him against the wall when he
stepped off the ladder.

When McAdams, Murphy Shea and a

few others pushed through the crush of men to get beside
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Leonard and join him on the ladder,

Manus cut his way

toward Leonard then and stopped the big butcher1s hand
from wrenching Spihr off the ladder the way he had
Popovich.
"No one goes up," Manus said.

Leonard and Shea

gave him an angry look.
"Stay here then and die," Leonard said, taking the
unlit cigar from his mouth and tossing it against the
rock wall.
"We stay together," Manus told the men, not looking
at Leonard, but at those wild eyes that showed like
white eggs in his light.

"Twenty-eight of us can't make

this climb.

Which one of you can keep a

Not in gas.

man from falling when the smoke gets to him?

How can

you stop him from knocking against you and taking you
down with him when he drops?
smoke by climbing into it.

No one gets away from

It's up there as well as

behind us."
"We keep going until we drop," Leonard said.
"No,"

Manus shouted, "we hole up, all of us, in a

blind drift, the 24-17."
Maybe it wasn't in the words Manus said but in the
way a miner could picture it.

Gozdenica had hit smoke

about forty-five feet up on the first ladder, which
meant that gas had buried all

of the second ladder.

While they could picture men dropping off the ladders,
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they knew that no miner lights a fuse in a drift unless
he knows where he can run to and exactly where his
partner is.

Each man understood what Manus was saying.

No man is number one in a mine stope because he has to
think about the other guy.

Maybe the angry way Manus

put it made them remember that.
"The 24-17,"
waved

Steve shouted from the ladder and

for them to leave the manway.

After Cobb and Ned

Heston picked up his cry and began leaving the manway as
the repeated it, others too headed for the 24-17,
wanting to get away from the curling mass of smoke that
drifted around them, making them hack and choke with
each draw of breath.

Some still held ground to see what

Leonard did.
"All right, all right," Leonard shouted and waved
them to leave, "the 24-17."
McAdams had a throat full of smoke and shook with a
coughing fit as they headed toward the drift.
felt better as they moved.

Manus

A man believed in his

chances of living when he could keep moving.
feeling had made Leonard want to climb.

That

Manus couldn't

see A1 Cobb--a short wiry man who wore a woodsman's cap
cocked to his right side so that his left ear stuck out
like the handle of a coffee cup--who led them toward the
24-17, but Cobb was a man who moved quick, and the
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miners moved pretty fast until Manus caught hesitation.
Nick Jovick's steps went slack.
The 24-17 was a drift, a crosscut that followed the
ore and ended in untimbered diggings.

Once there, they

had to wait as the smoke came, watch the sludge pull
them down one by one.
each slow step.

Manus saw Jovick think it out in

As Jovick turned, he felt the miner had

made a decision—the man wanted to go back, wade through
the sludge and take his chances moving instead of
staying here to watch slow death curl around him, darken
the lights and choke his friends with killing coughs.
"Don't do it," Manus said, then saw how everyone
had stopped.

Another hundred feet would put them

against the wall of the drift.
"What are we gonna do?" Jovick asked.

"Where does

the 24-17 take us?"
"For Chrissake," Manus answered, angry with Jovick
and with Leonard for being such fools.
Right here.
there.

Bulkheads.

Two of them.

With posts, lagging.

seal the cracks.

Rocks.

"We build.
Here and one

Canvas off the air vent to

Dirt.

Two walls:

one here.

One about two yards from it."
As they stood in stupor, he pulled a pocket knife
from his denim trousers and cut into the dead
ventilation conduit.

"We line them with canvas."

When

La Montague started ripping more of it down, Cobb took a
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hammer from the tools left in the drift and began
knocking a stull out of a drift set.
"Hurry," Manus said but didn't need to.
understood now.

They

Even Jovick had taken a wrench to

uncouple a hydraulic line.

"Is there air?"

Manus

asked.
"Dead."
"Then leave it for later.

Just take a couple of

pipes off, these first two."
Men pulled lagging from the timbered part of the
drift, used the planks to line both sides of the stulls
they were stacking upright next to each other.
canvas between the posts and those boards."

"Get the

Manus said

as he handed pieces to them.
With the two walls shaping up, Bill Lucas suddenly
disappeared down the drift, and Manus wondered if he was
following Leonard back to the manway.

But Leonard was

there, shovelling rock and dirt out of the drift and
packing it into a mound against the bulkheads.

While

Mannus helped La Montague, a Frenchman with a woodsmen's
cap like Cobb's, stuff canvas over the stulls, Lucas
came back with a small waterkeg that looked about a
quarter full.
"Get in here|"

He said to him.

"Take that behind

the bulkheads before you get walled out."

Manus said it

angrily, although he was pleased with Bill, who had
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showed some real forethought; they'd need water before
long.
McAdams and Gozdenica brought boards from the drift
set walls.

Manus saved a piece of canvas from the last

of it for a flap over the crawl space they had to leave
in the interior wall.
When the walls were finished, he and Cobb waited in
the six feet of space between the makeshift bulkheads.
One candle burned in the blind drift where the miners
sat, backs against the bare rock, and another flickered
where Manus and Cobb sat.
Manus had his jacket off, tearing it into pieces,
when the gas hit.

Black mist bled through the planks,

curled at the seams of post and rock.

Bill Lucas came

through the crawl space and held the candle up as Manus
and Cobb plugged holes.

Miners ripped off their shirts,

trousers, and socks, shredded them, and passed the rags
to Bill who handed them on to Cobb or Manus.
Then the gas stopped.

Although in doubt, their

eyes shifting, hands running over planks, rag stuffed
cracks, checking, both Manus and Cobb saw that the gas
had stopped.

The slapboard bulkhead held and the light

gleamed off the white flesh of twenty-eight near-naked
miners.
"Go on back," Manus told Bill as he stockpiled the
shredded clothing still coming in to him.
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"That's

enough."

Even Bill had stripped, his untanned arms,

chest and legs skinny and pale in the dim glow.
"We're safe now, just as safe here as on top."

He

said through the crawl space to them, spoke it
distinctly, certain because he wanted to have hope in
what he said as much as give it.
As Manus had two things most miners didn't have, a
watch and a nipper's pad, both tempted him now, but he
resisted, forced himself not to take his watch out, not
to write because he knew the consequences of both acts.
He wanted the watch to tell him whether Madge had
birthed the baby and to give him the hour when the
rescuers would come, knock through the bulkhead and free
them.

But it couldn't do that.

That long minute hand

would move as if it marked decades.
see it.

He didn't want to

Then too, he did want to write, confess every

thought to Madge in a note, except every miner would
read his act as the writing of a deathnote.
His Mom would really have something to say this
time.
No one else felt those temptations. Like Gozdenica,
the miners relied on Manus' coming and going to tell
them how much time had passed in a shift or they sensed
the time by when their stomachs got hollow, or by how
their work was going.

Leonard, though, could sense when

hard rock or jammed steel ate his time.
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He measured

time by the ore he broke, just as he measured money by
it.

Because Manus didn't blast ore, he worked in wedges

of time--his watch telling him where he should be.
He knew the time when he had found Ansely--about
ten minutes to twelve--as well as the time when he and
Cobb had plugged the last gas seepage.

Now he rested,

let his watch stay in his trouser pocket and waited for
time to slip into the long underground darkness that
annihilated both night and day.
Hours became.the ballooning of men's shadows on the
rock wall, the dank smell of wet earth mingling with
burnt wax, the jab of a sharp rock against his back
until the nerve twitched, the burning down of a candle
until it sputtered and got replaced before dying out,
the shuffle of men who took turns at watching the first
bulkhead for seepage.

The gas never ceased finding new

crevices.
Manus fingered his nipper's pad where it rested in
his trouser pocket and mapped out all the things he
wanted to write on those blank pages.
La Montague reached a cigarette to the short candle
flame.

His tobacco glowed ember red as he sucked on the

scraggly rolled twig, creating the only color in the
dullness.
"Put it out," Leonard said, but La Montague
inhaled, turned the red gold. Then Leonard's feet
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brushed gravel as he raised to a squat.
good god-damn air."

"You're burnin'

His arm stretched out and he

snatched the cigarette from La Montague's face.

La

Montague cursed at him in French.
"Leonard's right," Manus said.
Hand over the tobacco.

"No one smokes.

Pass all of it up.

Everyone|"

He dug a hole near the wall and buried the cache of
tobacco, then sat alone, trying to figure out how long a
wait to expect.

McGarry mumbled a tune, "My

sweetheart's a mule in this durn mine/I sit all day an'
spit on her behin'," while Martin Novae sat beside him
and hummed harmony.

Henry Fowler, who packed card decks

in every pocket as well as his lunch bucket and hat, had
a game going with Mike Spihr and Atha Stewart.

His hand

shading his eyes, Negretto had his head lowered as he
mumbled over and over something quiet and Catholic.
Manus didn't hear the words but guessed them.
Murphy Shea, leaning back on his elbows, his blond hair
pale in the candle light, kicked Negretto's feet to
interrupt the man's concentration.

"God's a bum

bastard," Shea said, then repeated it and laughed, his
mouth opening a dark hole.
How many hours Manus wondered.

First they'd have

to put the fire out or let it burn out.

Afterward

they'd come for the bodies and the survivors.

No one

would expect to find twenty-eight of them alive on the
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2400.

The rescuers wouldn't wait for the smoke to clear

because they'd wear gas masks to check through all the
drifts and stopes, crosscuts and raises to see if
someone and holed up behind a makeshift bulkhead.
As he turned the thoughts, he closed his eyes and
pictured how he had talked with Sallau and swelled up
with pride for a son.

He imagined again how Sallau got

lowered into the shaft, the lost cable flickering out of
dark space and into his yellow circle of carbide light,
Sallau reaching a hand to grab the copper wire, holding
one hand on the rope that suspended him in that quarter
of the shaft, stretching his free hand for that limp,
shredded wire.

Manus imagined shreds of the cambric

insulation, dull as black tar, dangling from the cable.
Caught on something, the wire didn't pull toward Sallau
but snapped, bouncing the tar matts against him,
touching the jet of his carbide flame.

Manus could see

the black mass burst into a cloud of yellow flame.
Sparks sprayed against dry timbers as the swelling ball
rose up the shaft.

He looked harder to watch the shaft

timbers kindle into a fierce burn, and realized how hard
he was staring at the single candle that lit the blind.
Manus couldn't know that Sallau lay dead in the
2200 tunnel just above him.

Indeed, Sallau's carbide

had ignited cambric shreds on the cable, spreading
flames to the lagging and beams in the shaft.
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To see

the burning shaft, you'd have to imagine a tower rising
half a mile into the sky, then picture the wooden
supports and panels of it rolling with gusts of fire.
Instead of rising to the sky, this tower sunk that far
into the earth, 3200 feet.

Once the fire had begun and

Sallau was clear of the shaft, he, the electricians and
ropemen began running through the crosscuts and raises
to warn everyone.

But the wood gas killed Sallau and

every man who had seen the blaze brighten the shaft with
cinder, flames and exploding pockets of oxygen.
After guessing at how the fire started and thinking
it too true that either Sallau or some electrician had a
hand in it, Manus took another turn between the
bulkheads.

The air smelled worse in this small space

than in the big chamber.

Smoke had seeped through.

He

couldn't see where, no fumes showed, but the air had
fouled, the candle burned dimmer, and his breath came
heavy as syrup.

He didn't know which to fear more, the

gas bleeding in on occasion inside the little chamber or
the slow and definite poisoning of the big chamber by
everyman whose breath stole another fresh gulp of oxygen
and whose exhale added to the sludge of carbon dioxide
building up in it.
Steve Gozdenica watched with him at the bulkhead.
As he told Steve what he had imagined about Sallau, he
took his nipper's pad from his trouser pocket.
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Steve

looked at the smudge of white paper Manus held in the
dark chamber and looked away as if he didn't want to see
it.

Although Manus wanted to write Madge, he felt that

saying anything somehow admitted defeat, betrayed the
hope he tried to give the others.
statements of fact.

So he wrote

He didn't write what he wanted to

say or what Gozdenica, whose eyes kept shifting away
from him, believed he was writing:
Been here since 12 o'clock Friday
night. No gas coming through bulkheads.
Have water. All in good spirits.
He looked at his pencil marks and smiled because he
had said it right.

Gozdenica gave him a puzzled look.

The words pleased Manus.

In them, his voice rolled out,

speaking to Madge, yet he hadn't betrayed their hope.
He was still one with the others.
"What time is it?" Leonard asked Manus when he
crawled back into the blind drift.
Manus took the pocket watch out of his trousers.
Although time made matters worse, especially since he
had begun to look at his watch after the first twelve
hours had slipped away, constant checking was the only
way of knowing night and day now.
Leonard.

He hated to tell

"Nine o'clock."

"Morning?"
"No, night, Saturday night."
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Twenty-one hours of

waiting had passed.

He had no way of knowing about

Madge's baby.
Leonard lay on his side without saying anything.
Manus thought the drift smelled worse.
the diggings, pissed.

Men had shit in

Sweat loaded with the sharp

adrenalin of their fears had made their bodies smell
sour as apple vinegar and the exhaled carbon dioxide of
their breathes soured the chamber even more.
He shut his eyes and remembered that acrid odor of
burnt hair he had smelled while leaving Ansely.
the smell of a burned man.

It was

Maybe Sallau, he thought,

but then he remembered Mike Conroy and Pete Sheridan.
He pictured the first few wisps of black smoke rising
out.of the- shaft.7

Knowing 415 : men .had gone, down the

mine, had he worked as station tender, he'd want the
hoistman to lower him in the cage.

He'd want to find

out what the smoke meant and warn the miners if a fire
had broken out.

That's what he figured the station

tender and the eager did.
In fact, they had.

The hoistman, a small man with

a comb sized mustache, a man who wore both pin-striped
overhauls and shirts, who never drank and carried his
memory like a rusting, buried shovel, had lowered Mike
Sheridan and Pete Conroy, not knowing the fire burned
inside the shaft. "While the flames surrounded the cage,
turned it into a furnace, melted the bell so all the
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hammering Mike and Pete did to signal raise never
sounded, the hoistman, not knowing, waited until the
smoldering ash of their burning bodies drifted down the
crosscut for Manus to breathe.

Finally, the engineer

got scared and hoisted the cage.
The huge drum in the hoistroom spun.

As the cage

rose up the shaft, it pulled the fire with it, igniting
the whole shaft, shooting a blazing geyser of yellow
flame into the sky that torched the headframe when the
cage cleared surface.

He watched the blackened bodies

of Mike and Pete melt in the gushing fire.

Their heavy

leathered shoes burned off them, their clothes turned to
powder, and their limbs loosened and dropped off,
blackening the hoistman's nightmares for a lifetime.
Al Cobb sat beside Manus and saw how he slumped,
marked how his eyes rolled beneath their lids like
bouncing marbles.

When he woke he told Al he had

dreamed a nightmare about the station tender and the
eager, but he didn't say what he had dreamed.
On the surface, the rescuers brought bloated
corpses out of the Speculator, miners swollen twice
mansize, their cheeks enlarged like melons, noses buried
in tissue, lips split, fingers big as sausages.

A body

lolled on a ladder that two men wearing gas masks toted
out of the shaft.

The corpses lay in rows, dark whales

taken from the underground.
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Coagulating into a murky

syrup, the air smelled rotten with the stench of decay.
Outside the mineyard, a woman stumbled, her face dull
and white.

A man, mute, stared on, unable to claim a

fat corpse beneath his gaze as the son who belonged to
him.
As the hours slipped into days, more bodies
surfaced.
fences.

More women and men crowded the mineyard

Although the coroner let them enter to identify

or claim a son or a father, many corpses couldn't be
identified.

When the mayor wanted those bodies taken

away and buried so the awful smell wouldn't continue to
drift over the streets, the coroner resisted, hoping
someone could yet make a claim.

Women and men passed

among those dark whales, holding cotton-soaked in
camphor to their noses to stand the air.

.

Wives went

from the mineyard to the funeral parlors and then on to
the Anaconda Standard office to see if an identified
body had surfaced and made the list of known dead that
the Standard posted.

When they failed to find their man

at the mortician's or on the death list, they returned
to the mineyard and waited, not knowing that Manus and
twenty-seven other men waited below, alive.
In the midst of the dazed women who wandered the
streets and the frantic efforts of rescuers to bring
bodies up, Saturday had been the day for the graduating
class of 1917 to honor its seniors with a dance.
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The

principal cancelled the prom.

Sunday, the teenagers

rebelled and held their dance anyway, renting a hall out
at Columbia Gardens themselves.

On Monday, June 11, as

the cold night lengthened toward morning, snow fell—
even heaven had broken its bind with the season.
When the rumble of sliding rock shook the blind
drift, Manus' eyes flashed into an open stare that
turned Al Cobb rigid.
"Someone's coming," Bill Lucas said.
Manus felt the ground tremble again, then heard
rocks and timbers clunk as they fell against each other.
"It's a cave-in somewhere," Leonard said, "below
us.

Prob'ly all the water they've poured down the

shaft's flooding the 3200."
"That means the fire's been cold for quite a
spell."

Manus looked at his watch.

"It won't be long

now."
"Won't they be surprised to find us here,"
Gozdenica said.
"We've got to let them know we are here."

Manus

set Nick Jovick to tapping the compressed air line with
a rock.

Jovick made heavy thuds with a dirge-like

slowness.

A metallic clang knocked the walls, travelled

down the crosscut and, Jovick hoped, as far as the
shaft, even up the shaft to some listening ear that
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could pick out his muted throb from all the noise and
know it had bubbled up from half-a-mile underground.
McAdams took a turn, Ned, even Murphy Shea.

Shea's

pace settled into the same slow thuds that Jovick had
made.

Looking intently serious, Shea hammered out a

monotonous chant that split their heads open with the
granite weight of time and let Manus believe that true
prayer was never more than something like the muffled
chant Negretto made, a hammering out from the
underground life a man gets born into.
taps struck Manus as ironic.

The Wobblies'

Shea was the man who

scoffed at Negretto for praying, the socialist who
sneered at,all.;.religion.
When hours passed, the raps wore into them.

Far

off in the mine, rock continued to slide, and no one
noticed it anymore.

Spihr and Fowler no longer shuffled

cards but stayed prone, close to the ground as they
could possibly get to the good air that had settled
there.

The candle made only a faint glow now.

In his

trouser pocket, Manus had just two remaining stubs of
the candles he had collected.

Soon enough darkness

would settle around them, which would make things worse,
but Manus had come to think about other kinds,of
lifelines besides light.
still alive.

He wanted Madge to know he was

He wondered whether news of the fire had

shocked her into giving birth.
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Unable to let her know

he was alive made him feel helpless and far away from
her.
"Is anybody gonna spell me," came Krist Popovich's
voice across the sleeping bodies and the catatonic
stares.

"I've been at it longest."

Leonard took his place.

After a long row of

clinks, he flung his rock against the pipe.

It struck a

sharp clang, then silence sliced open every eye.
"It's no use,"
us.

Leonard said.

"No one's comin' for

I say we break through the bulkhead, take our

chances.

With the fire out, the smoke's prob'ly cleared

enough for us to make a climb.
"No, we test it.
believe me.

What d'ya say Manus?"

Nobody'11 get far in that gas,

Me and Cobb, we'll check it to see first."

They wedged a three foot length of compressed air
pipe through a chink in the clapboard, then tipped the
pipe to let the gas rise toward the ceiling.

Although

A1 raised a candle, the flow of black smoke wasn't hard
to see.
"Close it up. Quick."
lower.

Manus said.

"We'll try

Maybe it's just hanging above the floor."

The same trickle of fumes flowed out of the pipe,
even though its end struck the ground.
"Take this, for later."

Manus gave Cobb a second

length of pipe after they had plugged the panel.
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He

cocked his head the way he wore his hat, his protruding
ear like a question mark.
"What for?"
"When they come at us."

Manus said it dryly.

While he didn't want to hurt anyone, he gripped the
pipe, thinking that no matter how hard it would be to
swing on a man he had worked with, he'd rather see the
miner hurt than dead.
"You think it'll come to that?"
"Are you with me?"
it, I'll understand.

Manus asked.

"If you can't do

But remember, you saw the gas

coming through that pipe."
Al hefted the pipe against his palm, then slowly
nodded.
Leonard didn't say anything after Manus told them
about the gas.

In the long silence that followed, no

one said anything.

After a while, Krist Popovich got

the hand-sized rock Leonard had thrown away and began
rapping the pipe, his face looking grim and his eyelids
puffed up.
Manus passed the water keg around for everyone to
dip a finger in to so they could wet their lips.
keg had gone almost dry.

The

After lying in the dirt so

long, wheezing for a breath, roasting in the heat of the
crosscut, a man became so thirsty his lips stuck
together.

Manus allowed them just a finger's worth.
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As

the keg passed, the wooden thumps of hands touching its
barrel sounded.
When the keg came back, Manus took out his nipper's
pad.

Because he had seen their faces as each man

pressed a glistening finger to his lips, Manus felt a
need to explain.

In their eyes he sensed how they

blamed him for getting trapped here.
trapped them; the fire had.
lives, his own and theirs.

But he hadn't

He had only tried to save
As accusations and

justifications crossed his thoughts, he forgot about the
risks and jotted down words, explaining, trying to free
himself from the pain he felt coming from these gray
eyes.

His pen whispered across the scratchpad:
We were caught
in a trap. Gas
everywhere. Built bulkheads.
Could hear rock fall.
Rapped the pipe continuously
since 4 o'clock Sunday morning.
No answer.
Must be some fire. Hard
work ahead of the rescuers.
Have not
confided my fears to anyone.

Their ears heard the whittle of his pencil on the
coarse paper.

The same lead eyes followed it jag as he

pressed the last swirl.
"Write my Beth," Murphy Shea said.

"Tell her we

did the best we could."
The names followed--the Sarahs, Annas, Carolyns,
Marys, Rachels—everyone clamored to get a name on the
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list, to get him to hear his voice. Until Manus heard
only the thin, high pitched tone of death and
resignation roll through their throats, a sound like
stockyard cattle.

When his own hand shook with

betrayal, Leonard stood up like the dark shadow of an
old grizzly sow, his leather apron gone, his shirt gone,
and his skin burnished in the candlelight.
"Death notes is it, Dugan?"
he said it.
waitin'.

"Let me by then.

He stepped forward as

I'm not gonna die

Let me crash that bulkhead and die in a good

god-damn try."
"Don't make this ugly," Manus said as he rose up
and slapped the pipe against his palm
"So that's what you'd do, use a pipe on me, huh?
Well how many are with me?

Stand up]

Don't let Dugan

stop us."
"You're not choosin' for yourself if you break that
wall, Leonard.

You're killin' yourself, killin' me,

killin' all of them.

I won't let you do it."

Manus had

the pipe poking up in front of him, ready to use it on
any man who made for the bulkhead.
"Get upj"„ Leonard said and Yrja Johnson, James,
Shea, Bezersich and McGarry did stand.

Cobb stood too

and came beside Manus, flashing his pipe for them to
see.' Steve Gozdenica made his fist hard and joined
Manus then; so did Jovick.

"All right, you want us to
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fight--we'll take everyone of ya.
The air here's poison.

And the rest of ya?

You're dyin' in it.

Are you

gonna stand and fight?"
Bill Lucas stood up with Leonard this time, getting
right beside him.
Manus didn't swing on Bill when they charged.

He

broke Leonard's head open and the big miner fell hard,
the side of his face sticky with blood.

While Cobb

shoved Bill to the side and used the pipe across his
back, Jovick and Shea pushed and wrestled with the
others.

Although Manus took a few blows, a fist to his

jaw once and a kidney punch, his pipe and Cobb's took
the fight out of Leonard's men.
Murphy Shea pulled Leonard away from the bulkhead.
Shea still wore his dark green cotton shirt, still had
his top three buttons open in the pose he used to
impress the girls.

He ripped a sleeve from it now and

tied the rag over the gash on Leonard's scalp.

Without

his skull cap, Leonard looked remarkably like a monk in
his short hair.

As he came around, he held his head,

the fight gone out of him.
"Let's forget this,"

Manus said.

them to hear about it up top.

"I don't want

So don't be saying

anything."
Manus wanted to say the words that would heal them,
make them feel united again.
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Even more, he wanted those

men on top to remember that a miner has to take care of
his partner--them.
"They won't leave us here.

It's takin' them long

because they're carryin' bodies.
"I hate to say that, but it's true.
dead, killed by the gas.

I found a man

So keep your heads.

If we

wait things out, we don't have to be carried out of
here--we can walk out.
"What I did to Leonard happened because that's sure
to get us out on slats.

Keep your heads."

He threw the

pipe against the bulkhead, but every face kept looking
at him.
Finally, Murphy Shea nodded agreement.

"Manus is

right."
Instead of stretching and flickering as it tried to
stay alive, the candle flame thinned into a faint wisp.
The carbon dioxide of all their exhalations had slowly
deadened the chamber.
good air.

Only close to the ground hung the

The candle struggled as it feebly burned down

to the wick end, managed to sputter in a last try to
draw more oxygen, then finally dampened.
The darkness plunged so absolute, Manus felt, how
near they had..come to that even deeper darkness.

With

his loss of sight, his ears heard every saw of breath,
even the gurgle of "air inside Al Cobb's throat, it
gritty rasp against his teeth, tongue, and nostrils.
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Without the light, the bulkhead at his back became
uncomfortably hard, almost as if the darkness had made
his skin more sensitive.

His sense of hearing seemed to

heightened too, and a deep sadness tugged inside him as
if hope had gone, as if the darkness settled the weight
of inevitability—generations of it--on him.
Others must have shared his own sinking feeling
because he heard groans and someone choked back a cry.
From time to time the moaning increased.

Sometimes an

outright cry sounded, like a muffled howl that ended in
huffs of breath.

When men called the names of women,

the blurt of their voices stabbed the blackness like
sudden lightning.

Negretto's murmured and those beside

him joined with their own mumbled prayers.
Manus couldn't see his own thumb as his fist
pressed against his forehead.

As their stay in total

darkness lengthened, the outright crying came often,
without any effort to hold it still.

Because Manus' gut

felt hollow and hurt as if he had just been punched, he
forgave the groaning.
Perhaps he had fallen asleep or maybe he didn't
hear the man's footsteps or did hear them but thought he
dreamed it or imagined it or perhaps he guessed them to
be just more rock sliding in the flooded 3200.
rescuer had walked up to their bulkhead.
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But a

That man told me he no longer looked to rescue
anyone--he had settled into a grim business of
retrieving dead bodies.

With 161 corpses taken up, 40

of them swollen and decaying quickly because the
monoxide gas and heat of the stopes had speeded up their
rotting, he had no expectation that someone on the 2400
might still be alive.
It was Monday morning, June 11.

Because no bodies

lay pressed against the bulkhead, he hurried away to
help someplace where he was needed.

Even after he

surfaced, groping one end of a ladder bearing a 160
pound man that now weighed over 200 pounds, he never
realized.

He made his report to the mine supt, "Clear

on the 2400 all the way to the bulkhead."

Even though

his blueprint didn't show a bulkhead on the 2400, the
mine supt checked the 2400 level as clear.

For a moment

though, his finger posed over the marking for a blind
drift.

He puzzled about it, then made his mark as the

rescuer went in to the dry to get a hot cup of coffee.
The longer Manus waited for someone to come, the
more he realized they were poisoning themselves with bad
air. .. Everywhere, men pawed the .ground to stir oxygen
out of the dirt so;.one gulp of breath might relieve the
pressing strain of slow suffocation.

Al Cobb had

scraped a trench to hold his face into, hoping the
hollow spot might catch any oxygen settling out of the
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air.

On the other side of Manus, Ned Heston dug at the

dirt, trying to free any trapped oxygen in the loose
ground near him.

No one rapped the pipe any more or

waited between the bulkheads where the gas had grown too
strong.

Around him everyone lay weak, almost lifeless

as they slept or groaned.
tone.

Even the moans had changed

Men groaned now simply because the chore of

breathing hurt.
Dying troubled him.

When he used the pipe on

Leonard, he felt he had taken their lives on his own
hands.

He had kept them in the blind drift.

Now,

keeping them there meant death and those deaths fell on
his hands.

None of them could have lasted this long had

they scattered—each man for himself the way Leonard
wanted it.

Let the strongest miner survive, Leonard—

but for how long?
No, he had believed that by pulling together thy
could survive this.
brotherhood.

Manus knew where he stood on

Maybe the miners' union had broken down

when the radicals had dynamited the union hall three
years ago; but union or no union, miners looked after
each other.

Their oneness had changed state laws.

A

mine accident was no longer some mishap that happened to
an individual on Company property.

The Company had a

responsibility for the safety of them all.
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Although Manus knew their strength came from that
brotherhood, he felt his faith breaking down as he heard
their gasps.

Long before, he had counted on the miners

above to reach them.
for nothing.

He had used the pipe on Leonard

Death came anyway.

accept, but not their deaths.

Their lives he could

He didn't want to hear

them breathe those last dying gasps.

He pictured his

own death coming to him as he slumped against the
bulkhead--Madge left alone; except his child, she had
his child now.

Like the others had done, Manus called

Madge's name into the darkness.
He wrote his last note to her then, using both
hands to place each word.
again.

He had to say the facts

But feeling their deaths stain his fingers, he

said to her what he asked of them:
If death comes it will be by all
oxygen being used from the air.
My Darling Madge,
It takes my heart
to be taken from you.
Think not of me,
if death comes it will be
sleep without suffering.
I ask forgiveness
for any pain I ever caused you.
The place is for
you and the child.
He tucked the note into his trouser pocket.

While he

wanted her to forgive him for dying, he wanted the
others to take their

lives into their own hands.

had forced them to stay together as long as that
remained the best chance.

Dying together served no
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Manus

purpose.

Now each man had to fight for as long as he

could last.
He held his carbide to the ground, raked the loose
gravel, then struck the flint, struck again and again
until one feeble flare sparked and his lamp lit.

A

circle of weak yellow fell over their pale, exhausted
faces.
"Leonard," he said. "Get up.

It's time we make a

try."
Pulling planks away from the interior wall, he made
a hole large enough to get easily through.

He went to

the outer bulkhead, "There's good air in the Rainbow.
Head for the 24 raise."

Although feeling weak, he

forced himself to stand straight.
him; so did McAdams.

Ned Heston joined

Bill Lucas got up, but hesitated

to look at Leonard.
"Go on. Go|"

Leonard said and sunk his head back

down on the ground.
"Leonard?"
head no.

Manus said.

The big miner shook his

The others lay prone, passed out, maybe dead

already, or feeling too hopeless to try.

"Each man for

himself now."
Together Manus and Ned tore a hole in the bulkhead.
Gas swarmed lazily in.

Then they headed down the drift:

Manus, Ned, McAdams with Bill Lucas following.
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Manus went to the raanway and began climbing the
ladder.

Bill Lucas stumbled and lost pace in a coughing

fit that seized him.

Although Bill tried to catch back

up with Manus, he kept falling further behind until he
was suddenly alone in the dark, Manus' carbide lamp gone
from view.

He crawled along the drift, keeping close to

the ground where the air seemed better.

After going

along for quite a while, he realized that somehow he had
missed the manway, that Manus' light was gone because
the nipper had climbed upward.
Because the air seemed to get better, he continued
staggering along, crawling at times, walking on occasion
with his hand running over the - lagging and around the
drift sets.

He knew he was heading toward the shaft,

but the air became more and more breathable.

Down on

his hands and knees at the last, he felt the ground fall
away and the walls give way into space, and he knew that
he had reached the station.

His hands fumbled along the

wall as he searched for the signal bell.

He rang 9-6-2,

the danger signal, nine bells, six, then two, followed
by 24 bells for the level he was on.
People talked about that for years, those bells
ringing after everyone was sure no one in the mine had
survived the fire.

Those men and women wandering among

the swollen corpses, to them, the bells sounded like
heaven cracking open.

When the mine supt heard 24
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bells, he knew exactly what that unmarked bulkhead not
shown on his blueprint meant.

He sent a chippy cage

full of rescuers down.
Lucas had gone back a distance in the crosscut and
shouted for the others to head for the shaft because he
had just signalled for a cage.
the shaft.

Afterward, he waited by

While he kept some miners from stumbling

into the abyss, he didn't keep them from drinking water
out of a keg that stood near the station.

Because it

had gone through the fire, gas had poisoned its water.
Those who drank from it got sick, but otherwise, twentysix men came alive out of the Speculator mine, after
three days of being sealed in their own coffin.
No one thought about Manus until they brought
Leonard up.
station.

Some said they even saw the nipper at the

Leonard called for him because he said he owed

his life to Manus Dugan and wanted to thank him, but no
one could find Manus.

Although the supt sent a rescue

team down to look for him in the manways, no one could
locate Manus.
His picture made the front page of the Anaconda
Standard.

The paper called him a hero.

Some miners

said he was a hero for breaking through the bulkhead the
way he did at the last.

Others said it was because he

had kept them behind it for so long.
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Meanwhile, the

rescue team had 350 miles of underground digging to comb
to find Manus.
Madge Dugan was in Anaconda with her aunt and
Manus' mother when Bill Lucas rang his 9-6-2 signal.
After Manus didn't come home as one of the men who made
it out of the fire, she believed he was dead, hoping he
was alive.

Phil Brogan thought the shock might make her

birth his grandchild.

It didn't.

Because she continued

overdue, he didn't want her wandering around the rotting
corpses at the Speculator mineyard.

Instead, he sent

her out of town to his sister's in Anaconda while he
checked the bodies to find Manus.
Three days passed before they found Manus.

He hung

on a ladder, slumped against it, caught from falling by
the rungs.

Below, McAdams lay at the base of the ladder

and Ned Heston fell further back in the manway.

The

rescue workers knew Manus by the notes they found in his
pocket.
After the first twenty-six men came up alive, Madge
didn't have the baby, and she still didn't have it when
they brought Manus up.

His child had braced itself

inside the dark of her womb as if it had missed at a
grip on the world's cords and got lost underground.

The

doctor finally took it by Caesarian.
That's how I came into the world.

When I say the

Speculator fire happened before I was born, that part is
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true, but I guess I'm really a part of the story.

I was

alive, wanting or not wanting to enter this world.
I think Leonard was the first stranger who ever
came up to me on the street after I got some size.

Once

he grabbed me by the shoulders and said, "So you're
Manus Dugan's son," and started telling me about my Dad
and the fire.
Men did that.
with the Company.

When I got out of school, I hired on
Everyone did in those days.

Because

it didn't take any experience, a job was easy to get and
they showed you what to do.

That hoistman was still

working as an engineer when I started the mines.
a shift one night, we went to Jerry's Tavern.

After

He didn't

take a drink, but he told me his story.
The night I sat in Jerry's with the rescue man who
walked away from the bulkhead was a different story
though.

He drank a lot.

In fact, he looked me up when

I was working for the Water Company--I only worked in
the mines to put myself through college, Montana Tech
here in Butte, got a business degree and the Water
Company hired me; I worked with them until I retired.
Anyway, he looked me up, came into the office. I had to
go up to the pay window to talk to him.
see me when I got off work.

Although he had moved away

from Butte, he was back on a visit.
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He wanted to

Some of those who survived left.

Others, like

Leonard, Steve Gozdenica, and Krist Popovich stayed,
worked in the mines too.

They'd tell me their stories.

I got letters from some of those who moved away, A1 Cobb
and Bill Lucas.

Although Bill retired to a place in

California, he wrote me a long letter when he took ill
once, tried to put the story down the way it really
happened.

I think he still may be alive.

They felt bad

for Manus because he died and they didn't, because he
never got to see his own son and because I never got to
know him.
I guess they wanted to give Manus back to me
somehow.

So, they'd tell their stories....Over the

years, the stories changed sometimes.

Maybe they

remembered wrong or maybe they were just starting to
remember it right.
Most of them have died.

Mom married again, a

miner, the president of the Butte Miner's Union, Local
No.l.

I guess you can tell that was sometime after

Manus died.

The Miners didn't get a union in Butte

until Roosevelt got the presidency.
Mom died over twenty years ago, in '63.
I've still got his nipper's pad.

Sometimes I'll

get those notes out, trace my fingers over the words he
left on them, try to see in the lines and in between the
lines just what kind of man he was, what he was thinking
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and feeling as he sat in that drift, his back against
the bulkhead, hearing them breathe.

Sometimes in the

night, when it's moonless and quite black, I get a
strange sense about the darkness. I tell myself
stories, no better I guess then the talk about the
Speculator.
Still burning.

Imagine)
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Winterflowers

Labor Day
I find you outside covering with a worn
couch-throw the petunias you refuse to surrender.
Covers only prolong it. Our furnace smells
like burn lint when it clicks on. Last night,
you got up for another blanket. This morning
the neighbor's sumac hedge had reddened.
I saw a groggy bee, a drone, chilled
by September's early cold, crawl through
tangled grass. Pit trucks roar like elephants brewing
battle. Though it's Labor Day,
nightshift begins work, and I hear a truckbed
ring as it dumps seventy-five tons of moly ore.
You point at its headlight cones,
long icicles on the hillside. Because it's your
birthday, I make the joke that it was real
'labor day' for your mother. Forty-two:
like twenty dollar bills, you say, that once get
broken into change, end up spent on nothing.
You want really to do something in the next forty.
As we watch where a frost-cold moon rises,
I want that something too--real work.
It's slipped away betweeen rusted rail cars
I loaded with ore or the ice I scraped
from the War Bonnet's January sidewalks.
You place bricks to fasten down the petunia
cover and as you crouch, I see it's time
you try to hold, that on this night forty-two
years ago, your mother met backaching labor:
her body clenched and all her strength gathered
to bear down for that one last release.
I warm your iced fingers in my palm
because we're together in it--a lifelong
labor gathering up pain and June, birthdays,
jobs, and September workdays, bearing all
down to that final backaching release.
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Frank Little:

On the Fighting Ground
1

Frank dreams his mother's face before his sight
sharpens to the night that hangs in the flint
August air. A letter he cannot throw away
lies on the bedstand. Its paper saves
what he's lost. Mothers die and strikes die,
and one hundred sixty men burned inside a Butte mine.
He rolls on his side and wakes the talon of his rupture,
feeling again how a company goon's boot stomped
like a sledge. Sweat cools on his chest.
He wants water, reaches for a crutch,
then lies still when his broken ankle throbs.
Monday the stiffs report to induction.
He craves a word to slam them bold the way
his shout for free speech once hummed
in the teeth-of every miner. In Butte,
democracy sounds like a jail latch,
feels like the next man's knee jammed
against your kidney. Haywood should call
the general strike, turn hundreds into One Big Union
thousands, and give every stiff guts to tell a boss
"No" when he's told to ride a skip into hurt,
and "No" to Con Kelley's four-seventy-five a day
while he takes fifteen thousand from the rock you broke,
and a roaring "No" to Wilson's war.
Frank's knuckles stiffen into knobs as he hears
the dull slap of full lunchpails, sees again the way
a picket's eyes marked the faces of scabs
who strutted safe inside a mineyard,
the same faces on children frightened wild-eyed
as the thuds of a striker's ax splintered hardwood.
A woman sobbed over the shards of a shattered mirror.
Frank's thumb rubs cuts on his hand,
but the hand feels as if it belonged to another man.
The soreness stays though he believes that
when you stop taking hurts for them
stop giving hurts for them, the hurting stops.
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Frank Little continued
2

The scuffs of shoes and the gasps of breath
in the hall make the muffled sound that earth whispers
before it cracks. A hinge scrapes.
Footsteps pound the floor next door.
"It's only a woman," says a voice. Frank sits,
and reaches past the hernia stab to get his watch.
Time: 3:12. "Where's Little?" A numb cold
soaks his skin. He grabs for his crutches
and the watch tumbles across the dark floorboards.
The door crashes open. Oversize noses and the stiff
grins of five masquerade faces leer at him.
He breathes the smell of man that makes wild
animals flee. The hands thud as blood
spews from his nose and blots his undershirt.
He slugs back until what feels like a spike
smacks his skull and curdles his eyes
inside a crucible of molten blue.
Blue fades upon a gray car curtain.
Their unmasked faces shine white as drumheads.
The car drives downhill, falls, levels,
then drops faster as though falling into a mineshaft
and spirals until the grinding gravel tells him
this abyss has bottom. He's dizzy with what must happen.
Gravel stops popping. They pull him into the night.
He feels how small sky makes a man.
Hands shove him to his knees. Sand pits
his shins. The car engine patters.
They tie ropes to his wrists. Then tires spin
rocks against his cheeks and the ground whirls.
His gut burns as it shreds and both goughed
kneecaps flame. He strains to force his face up,
to keep them from making him faceless.
His arms swing limp when they stand him
on the sedan's roof and cinch a noose to his throat,
stay limp when the car lunges up the road.
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Frank Little continued
3

Frank Little dangles from a railroad trestle.
Pinned to his undershirt, a placard reads:
Others Take Notice/First and Last Warning.
Haywood orders the body buried on "The Fighting Ground,"
orders a headstone to say, Frank Little/
1879--1917/Slain by Capitalist Interests
for Organizing and Inspiring his Fellow Men.
Tomorrow, conscripted men will report for induction.
Miners will return to their mines. Today,
men shoulder a casket through Butte and women
drop red silk hankerchiefs into a hole where
a granite stone holds what's left of rage.
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Diamond Dust
For thirty years Patsy Cline
has sung "Half as Much" from that jukebox.
for thirty years I stared
into this diamond-dust mirror
and tried not to hear,
living on the hope that somewhere else
is a city of real songs.
My eyes are rye with last night.
Tend your whiskey Floydie.
Help me sit easy on my stool.
If I'm drunk, don't believe you are sober.
The me I see is smaller than I remember.
No mirror causes my condition.
It's the afternoon of our age, when
songs get heard, when time's
a slow bartender low on dreams,
when somewhere else is diamond-dust.
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The Color of Good Ore
Stay one night with me
in this town down on its luck,
and wear the look of fear
when you hear a cough,
but not because the lung of a miner
can infect the air.
The underground days are gone,
when we lean in this town, remembering
we can feel the earth bend.
I want you to know the hardness
of granite,
"
" • •;\
•"
. •.
and how the light inside a long crosscut
means something more
than the color of good ore,
that the dry taste at the end of a shift
was not just thirst for beer.
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Elegy for Ed Cebull
I hear the cello of his life, feel
a bow draw the endnote. Its deep fading
sound gone. For this solo,
you never get applause. Silence is
its encore.
Wild geese flew over his house
as we stood on his doorstep, shivering,
wondering what took him so long to answer.
Now, all your friends chill
with winter. His voice once put
Achilles into rage, Oedipus into blindness.
I can't teach a class without him
opening the door.
They say his sickness came from a mosquito
in Panama, maybe it came because a boy
from Roundup Montana, a coal miner's son,
once dreamed about tramp steamers.
His voice had the sound of wild geese wings,
a whole flock dipping
below the clouds, their gray bodies caught
in the shine of lamplight. Forests are being cut
down. They've forgotten how to make cellos.
One by one I hear trees falling.
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Underground Mines
Cold winds blow down Hellgate Canyon
and shake my Plymouth as I head toward Butte.
I can't outrun the snowstorm. the radio crackles
with static as the sky darkens. No station
plays music--every channel has long talk
about Black Monday.
At daybreak,
the frost-whitened grass looked cool as quartz.
Now maverick snowflakes wander
through the air. It used to be paydays,
then whole weeks crumpled and dropped.
My wife collects them in unpaid power
bills and the count of months left
on our car insurance.
I number only the weekends
I can leave this dorm and drive home to Butte.
The drive seems a decade long. I can't recognize
the road for Garrison or Gold Creek,
but the radio confirms everything I believe
about greed. I find my way by driving
near the center line. .
When I get to Butte,
the east ridge of the Continental Divide
looks as if no cloud could cross it. I drive
to the bakery because I want something to bring home.
A miner ahead of me wants a loaf of Finn bread
sliced. I have a long wait just to get a couple of bismarcks.
He doesn't recognize me; neither does the clerk.
I drive the same car for ten years, wear my coat
and the same shirt for six, always buy bismarcks
in this bakery, but I'm a stranger in my own
neighborhood. I look him so straight in the eyes
that I feel strange even to myself.
The deepest mine goes
five thousand feet underground. He looks like
he just came off shift from there, with the warm
darkness still in his eyes, but I know the mines
have all closed. We broke ore together once
and sweated like midwives as the world waited
on us to give it birth.
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Underground Mines continued

When I carry the sack
of bismarcks to the car, first snow comes down
in heavy swirls. I see the cracks in my palm,
know every scar, and remember the language
of my place--the names for every mine: Bell-Diamond,
Orphan Girl, Granite Mountain, the Neversweat.
Driving home, I circle the block twice,
feeling amazed that a lit window beneath three
tall firs could be the world's center.
She waits, busy crotcheting. the light is good.
I will look her straight in the eyes, without greed,
and we'll share those warm miles of underground.
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Emily's Bat Mitzvah
with apologies to Emily Dickinson
I sing a music never sung-From Harmony tuned to Coral-Not all the Minstrels in the Choir
Sound such a sweet Laurel|
Maestro of Mountain Streams--am I-Castrato of sunlit Glade-Trilling--the coming rain shower-With arias of Liquid Jade-When Gypsies pluck the Violins
Out of their Children's hands-When Composers--their orchestras rescind-Then shall I sing commands j
Till Rabbis roll the Torah Scroll-And Cantors--selah in wonder-to hear the little Warbler
Hymn above the--Thunder--
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The Surface Gang
In winter when the cold
wind won't stop and frost
sinks deeper underground,
the surface gang still works
outside, and I am numb
with winter when the cold
makes me wish to be below
beside a miner whose tunnel
sinks deeper underground,
but when mud in the mine
pit slides because it's that day
in winter when the cold
breaks under shafts of sunlight
and earth soaks into life as snow melt
sinks deeper underground,
I am certain about the surface
gang and what remains
in winter when the cold
sinks deeper underground.
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Caved-in
We put up our shovels when we felt the mine
shake. There came the sounds
of timbers breaking and a sudden blast of air
as if someone had fired a round. Caught in the darkness
underground, we heard only water
drip and knew that rock had buried the crosscut.
We walked deeper into the crosscut
to keep from bad ground and find a manway up. The air
was dead with smoke and the smell of watersoaked timber. We listened for the sounds
of relays working to break through the mine
and watched our lights burn dimly against the darkness.
We were going to sit a long time in darkness
before anyone reached us. But with water
and food, we could last inside the crosscut,
yet fear showed on their faces as it did on mine.
We sent a signal through a compressed-air
line and waited for the faint sounds
of reply. The warm dampness of the crosscut
made our sandwich meat and bread go bad. The air
smelled rotten with spoilage. We crawled toward the darkness
to retch what we had eated, and the sounds
of men retching went on for hours. Dripping water
soaked our clothes. Heavy blasts far up the mine
meant they were working toward us. When the darkness
came after the last light burned out, a nightmare of sounds
ticked from our watches-all twenty, ticking against the crosscut
as loud as drums until I took mine
and theirs to a hole deep enough with water
to drown the noise and return the stillness of air.
Our teeth chattered as our water
soaked clothes chilled us and peeled our skin. Bad air
left us too weak to send a signal up the mine.
We dozed' until a shriek shattered the crosscut,
then we heard running, more shrieks, then the sounds
of a body thudding somewhere in the darkness.
Then I remember warm water on my face and the sounds
of shouts echoing along the crosscut,"Cover his eyes."Darkness
covered mine and I felt the sudden daylight of good air.
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House to House
A Chinese man sold fruit.
Another man,
who soldered,
carried a big pot
with coals in it and a soldering iron.
From house to house
he hauled that hot,
burning bucket.
A Syrian woman
made housedresses and aprons.
She packed a great suitcase,
full of a thousand novelties:
combs and needles,
imported rugsshe trudged to the door
to sell her wares.
They worked too hard walking,
packing those great suitcases,
burning buckets,
and crates of fruit
to take "No."
So when I shoulder
my load
to your step,
open the door,
let me show
the arabesque of my carpets.
All the spangles
will spill:
surprise and delight you
Or should I hold
before your eyes the fire
the iron,
let me weld
the fractures of dolor.
Your "No" cannot mean no.
My plum can
yes
Yes, satisfy
your want.
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Deepest Places
After the blast everything was dusty and dry.
Lyle wet the stope to settle the air.
I stepped in to bar down a big slab
of rock that hung loose from the roof.
"Don't let that duggan fall and get you."
Lyle said.
But when I took the slab out,
the whole damn ceiling came down,
buried the slusher bucket,, the, cable.
"I don't know about you, Lyle," I told him,
"but I'm not staying here."
So I went
to the station and quit. "Go home
and come back tomorrow," says the boss.
"I'll give you another place."
But that slab followed me out of the mine
and into the open where I'm afraid to look up,
afraid of what the world might hit me with
once I've touched its deepest places.
Something waits for our hand to reach,
then the whole damn sky will crack open,
fall, and bury every place in tomorrow.
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Firestorms in August
I first noticed it when the starlings had
disappeared and none of the neighborhood robins
drank in our birdbath. Both Douglas firs
in our yard—usually shivered by finches chirping
and sparrows chattering--stood silent.
Then dry, dense ash rolled in from the west
and smothered the sun, leaving in its place
a huge fireball ghost that I can stare at without my eyes
hurting. It scared the neighbor's Chesapeake
into howls, as if he and the starling sensed
something more than red sky.
Some believers once took a dust-reddened sun
as sign that the end had come. But I believe
in sandstorms and the friction of sand that glints
like holy tongues of fire.
I believe too that this sky comes from a forest
fire. Somewhere the wind tosses flaming scarves
into tree tops. Whole pines explode.
I can almost hear the thundered recoil as gas
laced with fire brands, hot coals, and churning ash
bursts when it gusts upon fresh air.
Somewhere the fire whirls forward, breaks free
and leaves behind it charred trees like limbless
carcasses, and blackened earth
lit with the scattered stars of fire.
I believe men are fighting it with firelines
and backburns. Maybe it will cross a few ditches,
maybe even some roads, but it won't come this far.
All the starling are wrong.
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The Iron Mongers
We hear gravel crackle as drivers wheel
their trucks to dump broken slabs of concrete.
Ed eyes the iron pile that gives us one day more.
We've come to take re-bar--the mangled irons
thrown off a crusher belt. A diesel hauls away
cement that'll become the new surface on the highway.
I wish lives could be re-born slate smooth
from their own dust like that highway.
The beltman nods yes and surrenders the irons
to us as if he sees we have a birthright to re-bar.
Maybe we have one on loss. Ed lost a wife
and a professorship. I lost a teaching job.
All the losses strewn like the gnarled rods
that Ed backs his blue flatbed Ford against.
A bulldozer scoops cement and drops it
into a crusher. The operator's look says
he thinks I'm after his job, but I'm after scrap
at thirty dollars a ton. We work in a carousel of timed
throws so that neither smacks the other's head
with a flying iron. The re-bar sails like horseshoes,
clangs against the truckbed--every toss a ringer.
Ed talks about a woman named Bonnie and wonders
whether he should love someone twenty years younger.
The iron leaps, falls and rings again like money.
After he tells me how she danced and how
he held her in the parking lot, he climbs into the cab
to drink iced tea from a thermos while I
take the sledge to knock concrete off some rods,
fighting the sweaty desire to load fast and pad
the tonnage because the scrapyard wants good weightclean metal. I want the dry loam to keep
crackling, hope that the new highway will cross Montana
all the way into Idaho so Ed and I can forge
each day into clean metal and good weight,
my pocket fat with folded bills
that'll rub like love against my thigh.
We're throwing wild when he calls it
two tons. He drives too fast to McCracken's.
I hear an iron ping as it falls and hits
pavement. One more iron is lost to us as we
drive away. Every loss makes the same small
ping and carries just that far into our lives.
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The Rainbow Inn
It's on the old highway,
Crackerville, a couple of shanties,
one good, paint-peeled, white house,
surrounded by car bodies, short-haired
retriever pups, sheds, and chickens.
A ranchhand rents a shack here,
works for Haggin Livestock
or Spangler Dairy, when he works.
He's proud of his Stetson;
She's soft and fleshy, likes her beer
so slow it's always stale.
One time he drove her
last-minute-pregnant
through the storm splashed plain,
the wipers of his '49 ford slashing time
to the tune of a dead cowboy singing
"Cold Cold Heart".
That part's roped inside him,
catches in the rims of his eyes
when he sees the boy's photo,
and now even when he doesn't,
but that's all he'll ever see of him.
Up the road's Rainbow Inn,
a dim rainbow painted on the pink stucco
walls of an old dancehall. Untrampled
grass crowds the lot.
There's no more glass, no doorslike Crackerville, all the hinges
stopped creaking decades ago.
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The Price of Timber
When men are cheaper than timber, no
one gives a damn whether things are right
underground. The earth gets heavy
when men are cheaper than timber. No
crosscuts connect. Good ore becomes
rock and melts into the shadows because
when men are cheaper than timber, no
one gives a damn whether things are right.
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Your Dreams Boat Silver Lake
Everyone here tells you leave,
Silver Lake has no bottom.
They grin to say it,
but you refuse to believe them.
Your good eyesight sees lake floor.
When no one ever comes to fish,
when you never see a boat on it,
you wade into that thought-a bottomless lake,
but all the daylight inside you
floats up and makes you believe
lakes have bottoms.
At night though, you dream about ponds
that turn into lakes, lakes that turn
into oceans, and oceans that turn into...
until Silver Lake has fastened into your sleep.
You want to mark it,
but where can you get enough cable?
You worry about hooking a ledge,
thinking here's bottom,
while somewhere a crack plunges deeper.
You can't prove to any of them
that it must have bottom.
Someone tries sonar, and you grin
back at everyone until the sonar fails.
Afterward, you begin to wonder, what isn't
bottomless? What ledges have your cables
already hooked?
You refuse to leave when the summer's over.
But now, only your good days have
lake bottoms, and all your nights,
your dreams boat Silver Lake.
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The Miner
From his hammer and
drill, the iron-red stones crack
open and ore he mines becomes marriage
rings and bridges, light beams and red
wagons. If a jealous
underground flashes a sudden bolt
of granite, he returns like a bat,
going down dark
crosscuts where
dust is rain, dynamite
thunder, stealing a brilliant
egg of buried sun. His metal
rises across the land, steel
swelled sky-hammered tall while
stones crumble into black slag
dumps and earth's raw back reddens
under leach ponds and smelter
fumes. The depths of a mine
measure the pain of earth. Rust
eats his metal. Should he
love ground one day as much as ore,
soil would heal his sores.
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Sirens
Once when I made a sound like a siren,
my Dad punched me. Once when I peddled
after a firetruck, he followed me, made me
push my bike home, then slapped me with his belt
and said how watching someone suffer is wrong.
Though I knew better, when a siren
torched the July afternoon, I crossed
Galena and Mercury, Silver and Diamond streets,
followed my friends and crowded a clapboard
fence at the Kelly shaft where Dad worked.
A man nudged me from a knothole and watched
the headframe to see if any miners had surfaced.
Strange how a shout or a screen door's slam
ripples the air once, then fades, but that one
uncracking blare welded sky solid, shook
houses hollow, and turned my hands cold.
A woman squinted as if the bones that shaped
her face might snap and let her slip to the ground.
The siren quit.
She grabbed me. A scream caged
inside her, pressed through her fingertips,
clawed into my shoulder and curled around my throat.
After the police made us leave, I wandered home,
my ears still ringing. Mom stared
out the window like she was watching an eclipse
that looms slowly, happens fast, and leaves
you blinded. She knew about Dad when
a blue Chrysler braked at out curb.
We moved and left behind rooms empty
as our lives. Today, she married a miner with a
Finnish name who wants me to call him Father.
But that's not why I hold this handgrip.
I want to live where streets don't have names
like Diamond and Silver, Quartz or Granite,
where the wind doesn't snap bedsheets hung
out to dry while it settles on them dust blown
from ore dumps, dust fine as crushed chalk.
Right now, my Dad could lead me away, hit me,
give me all the reasons why it's wrong
to crowd around a mineshaft, and save me
from standing here making this sound.
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Winterflowers
He lifts a smooth boulder he can hoist
alone, its white underside cool, loose
earth falling as he tosses it into a wagon.
Inside he carries a weight he cannot throw
down, a stone cold as frostbite, heavy
as all his winterkilled cows and the hides
he flayed from their stiff-legged carcasses.
Today he means to turn farmer, plow
his dung-scattered pasture into wheat.
Beyond a thicket of sapling apples--a corral
fencing hard ground, a barn hot with afternoon,
an outhouse and a chicken coop surround a white
home where his wife waits. Prairie rises
above the rutted road until the cloudless sky
hangs over it, pressing, ready to cross
horizon and shrivel every green sprout.
She leaves a doorway of the white house,
goes into the chicken coop—unbarked poles
splattered with droppings, feathers thick
as a white horse's mane--climbs on the perch,
raises a hammer to nail a warped brace and balances
until she slips, falling against the hammer's
claw. Propping herself up, she knows that inside
something broken begins its dark weeping.
My mother runs through a sapling thicket, branch
after branch rising to slap her naked
six-year-old knees, sting her face, scratch
her arms--becoming the underbrush
of a nightmare she will go on running through.
My grandfather crosses to her, lets his stoneroughened hands press their coolness
to the hot welts on her arms.
He lays my grandmother across the cracked
leather of a '29 Ford, then drives away.
My mother waits with her two brothers.
The wind crosses great distances, stops
at a doorway, hisses through a crack,
then shakes the door so often the night enlarges.
When her younger brother falls down
into sleep, an unmilked cow, confused by neglect,
by the nightfall's cold silence, moans.
About noon a ranchhand, a stranger
to my mother, drives up in the '29 Ford,
then takes them into Terry. My grandmother
slips into the earth of a six-year-old's memory.
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Winterflowers continued
Parkinson's bends my grandfather
like a bad nail. He tells me that
once a day the cows come home from pasture,
that once a lifetime the prairie blooms with daisies.
I touch his yellowed wedding picture dated
February 14, 1923. In it, the sun squints
his eyes. Strangely, no snow whitens the ground.
No ice hangs from the eaves of their homestead. Sky
surrounds her, and she smiles as
she holds a bouquet of cloth carnations.
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When The Ice Scraper Comes
I rose when our roof groaned. Snow coarse
as grist pelted every pine needle, grating
and wire. When the wind quit, snowfall
came soft and steady, pressing its blunt
weight on our unbraced lives as a cottonwood
branch creaked then broke, rousing a malevolent
gravity against us when a powerline fell
and darkness hugged the hushed neighborhood.
As others shovelled sidewalks, I left
for work. A newsboy lumbered ahead of me;
someone plodded behind us. Passing the lady
who dusted sand on her doorway or a man
in flannel overcoat scattering saltpetre
and the shopkeeper who sifted blue de-ice
pellets, we crunched the snow into crumpled
bark as rutted and hard as maple. All day
the sun hung against a screen of clouds
like a fluorescent spar, filtered and cool.
Returning home in the ghost-gray of afternoon,
I found those sand kernels ground deep
into pits while puddles left by salt and de-ice
glazed into zinc foil. Because those cinders
gouge cement, eat metal and shred my carpet,
I am troubled by the failure of invention.
As my neighbor showed me the narrow lane
he shovelled, swirling snow drifted his path.
Wind had buffed my porchstep so glassy
I slipped, cracked my shin, and wondered,
as hurt seeped through my knee, are we
this futile against that longer winter?
While I sat holding the weight of my bones,
the ice scraper came. With twilight
around us, I hired him. Every neighborhood
knows his work: he scrapes a whole town
in one day. Maybe I imagine it or perhaps
there's a family of ice scrapers--all brothers.
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When The Ice Scraper Comes continued
I watch as he loosens lean white slabs
like a sculptor. He knows the necessary tilt
to give his blade, the force sufficient to release
ice and carve a gray walk solid as day.
He works as if touching the margin between
earth and sky. I think, he is no mere
ice scraper: he is an alchemist who fell
with the snow, his work a sign meant to recall
our purpose: to free the elements from chaos.
Now, while I try to walk the stiffness
from my knee, across all the neighborhood's
snow canyons, down the cement rivers, frost
makes a gold planet around each lamp globe.
Children yelp and a scampering spaniel
startles me. When light suddenly wedges
from an opening door, I smell roasting
apples and a stranger greets me. Looking up,
I feel a peculiar, cold fire touch my face.
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Touching the Margin between Earth and Sky

Borders and Anaconda Streets

Mrs. Zarr, the lady next door, is loading
everything she owns into Roman Sands' truck.

I heard

Gail tell Jim Weiss, "We're leaving Anaconda."
they're even leaving Montana.

Maybe

My Mom thinks she's crazy

for leaving her husband, Rich.

My Dad thinks she's

crazy for burning Rich's '57 Ford.

It was a beautiful

car, yellow and white, with white seats, the newest car
in the neighborhood, maybe even the whole town.

Since

last year's strike, none of the smeltermen have been
able to buy new cars.
My Dad said the strike would set them back.

He

voted against it; said not only would they lose wages,
but they'd be in debt for a couple of years to come.
They're in debt now and mad.
Schwartz's and Coldwater's.
hate Jews.

They owe Rosenberg's and
And because they do, they

Mom says Rosenberg and Joe Schwartz did

right giving them credit--"What else could they do?"
But my Dad says they should know better because after a
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strike the smeltermen always forget how they got in
debt.

They only know the Jews go to the Company and the

Jews pinch their paychecks.
Mr. Zarr has money.

He works two jobs.

smelterman and a bartender.
Bar.

He's a

He bartends at Freddie's

Gail's grandma and grandpa own Ann's Diner and

Freddie's Bar.

So during the strike, he worked steady

and bought the yellow and white Ford.

I rode in it

once, but that was before I hurt Gail and made Mrs. Zarr
mad at me.

It seems like no one in town can stay nice

any more, not since the strike.

My Dad says it's

because Anaconda's^grown,.. There's people like Gail
who's got her grandma and grandpa here.

Gail goes to

Catholic school,* Saint Paul's, ;on Maple street just a
half block from our house.

Dad calls them oldtimers.

Most of the oldtimers are smeltermen and their kids go
to Catholic schools.

Jim goes there too.

Then there's us newcomers.
live in Anaconda.

My grandparents don't

Dad calls the newcomers refugees.

They come here because the Company pays them the best
wages they ever had.

Before that they lived on farms

that went broke or they came out of the war.

Dad says

the oldtimers make good union men because they remember
when the unions and the Company had some mean fights.
He says they still hold grudges and vote strike every
time.

But the newcomers don't make good union men.
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They just remember hard times.
They own some of the stores.
mayor.

Then there's the Jews.

Billy Goodman's even the

Mr. Schwartz's father started his clothing

store, but Mr. Coldwater's like a newcomer.
before the war and still talks broken.
talk his language.

He came

My Mom likes to

My Mom's a Jew but my Dad's German.

I never understood these differences in people and
how it makes them mean, not until I got mean and hurt
Gail, and Mrs. Zarr got mean and burned the yellow and
white '57 Ford.
Gail again.

Now they're moving.

I might never see

I want to go over there and tell her I love

her, but that would be the totally wrong thing to say.
If I say anything, Mom's liable to start asking
questions.

She'd find out things I can't tell anybody,

things I don't even know can be talked about.
One time Jim Weiss and I were friends.
live on Maple street.

We both

It's the best street for sledding

in winter because of the way the A-hill slopes where it
meets the street.

We knew every yard up and down the

street that was good for stealing crab apple, and the
places to get nickels.

Mrs. Boston gives you a nickel

and you get to watch her feed fourteen dogs--all their
mouths lapping up milk at the same time; and Mrs. Wyley-who has two cats and serves you tea with sugar, gives
you cookies, and sits on the edge of her chair with her
back straight like she's made out of china and might
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break.

There's Dwayne Wagner who combs his hair like

Elvis and plays guitar.

He carves you wooden pistols.

And Brenda who lives on Fifth Street.

She wears

bobbysocks and listens to a transistor radio that she
holds against her ear and plays loud.
Jim has more ways to get nickels than anybody.
calls his father Chopsey.
nickel.

Dad

Chopsey always gives Jim a

When he didn't, we'd go over to Jim's grandma,

then to Mrs. Wyley or Mrs. Boston's.

Once we get ten

cents, we head for Kern's grocery and buy a pop, a nine
cent bottle of cream soda or strawberry, and we'd split
it and buy a penny licorice.
Chopsey is a boss at the smelter and during the
strike he got to work.

My Dad had to leave and find

work on some farm back in Dakota. One bad thing
happened.

It happened on Fifth Street.

on the corner of Fifth and Maple.

Jim's house is

Where his yard ends

on Fifth Street, his mother fell with her face between
the garbage barrels.
she was drunk.

She was wearing her glasses and

Her face was bloody with little chunks

of broken glass sticking in her cheeks.
her up.

We couldn't get

Jim had me stay and watch her while he got

Roman Sands to help.

He couldn't get Chopsey because he

was in the house drunk too.
because he was boss.

Mr. Sands said it was

He said not to make too much over

Jim's mom because people were hard on Chopsey already.
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Jim got quiet when Roman Sands helped his mom
inside and washed the glass out of her face.

He wanted

to cry and felt wrong about crying in front of me.
I went home.

So,

I never said anything about what happened.

I felt scared waiting there alone and Mrs. Weiss kept
trying to get up and couldn't.

I was telling her,

"Jim's going to come back and get you up.
wait."

She quit trying and grabbed me.

If we just

I thought her

face might bleed her to death by the time Jim got back.
I couldn't look at her.

So, I looked up at Mount Haggin

where the trees give out and thought about someday
trying to climb that high.
School started.

Jim began going to Saint Paul's.

We were both six; but because my birthday came in
January, I had to wait another year before I started
school.

Saint Paul's is a brick school two stories high

with these wire screens over the windows.
stamped in a cornerstone.
windows.
look out.

1896 is

I never see any face in the

The windows must be too high for anybody to
So, the school seems always empty and

watching, able to swallow a whole playground of kids,
choke them silent, then sit on its haunches and wait for
more.
I saw Jim playing at recess.

It had rained in the

night, then froze; the rain turned to snow.

The

playground was covered with snow and ice underneath the
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snow.

Someone had shovelled off a long strip of snow

and that glazed ice made the slickest slide.

Jim was

lining up with some boys who lived on Fifth Street—
Stewey, Jamsey McDonald, Joey Galle, and Bob Applegate—
taking turns skidding across that ice.
got in line behind Jim and skidded.

I went down and

We set the line

further back, ran harder, faster. Then Stewey slid and
fell.
run.

I was behind him and charged out.

It was a long

He had time to get up—we had all taken falls—but

he didn't.
Stewey.

I was sliding good, sliding fast, towards

I went down and both my heels drilled Stewey

smack in the face.

He clutched his eyes and screamed.

I couldn't believe I hurt a guy bigger than me.
"Stewey?"
his shoulder.
sparrows.

I walked around him, stooped and shook
He bawled.

The boys clustered like

Then her voice boomed—Sister Ralph.

"What's going on?"

Games of fox and geese stopped;

prisoner, tag, fort-building and snowman—all ended as
every kid looked to see who Sister Ralph meant.
Actually, she's Sister Raphael, but I never heard anyone
say her name that way.

I'd seen her before walking with

another sister up Maple street, up A-hill and on into
the cemetery--Mount Olives Cemetery.

Then I'd see them

come back later in the day, carrying armloads ,of
branches.

Even in summer they fetched wood and wore

those black drapes.

I never saw her hair either. I
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thought she shaved her head.
neither did Jim.
Sister Ralph did.
forehead.

My Mom didn't know,

If any sister had her head shaved,
She had the broadest, whitest

She had shoulders like the crosspiece on our

clothesline post, and stood taller than Roman Sands.
She looked old as the school, probably laid its bricks.
Her hands were as big as bricks, and her voice sounded
like a wall of them toppling.
"What's the matter?"

She picked Stewey up.

He

sobbed and started saying how I didn't wait my turn and
slid into him on purpose just to give him a concussion,
how I kicked his head and ground my heels into his eyes
just to see if I could knock one of his eyeballs out the
way Georgey Reed's got knocked out and laid against his
cheek.

Sister Ralph studied me in a hard way.

"I never

saw you in school," she said.
I shrugged.

She was believing Stewey because I

didn't belong to her school.

"No, I don't' go to

school," I said.
"Then you don't belong on this playground."

She

pointed her brick hand toward Maple street.

"Go home.

Don't come back here till you start school.

You don't

belong."
The snow crunched under my feet.
watched me.

Their eyes

Their cheeks were red as their noses.

Small wisps of their breaths trailed and disappeared in
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the cold air.

When I got off the playground and onto

Maple street, I heard the school bell ring.
shouted and girls screeched.

Boys

I turned to watch them

line up.• Sister Ralph stood over them and hardened her
face until they were silent and in perfect line; then
she let them go inside.

The school swallowed them

behind its bricks and its empty windows covered with
wire mesh until Sister Ralph stood alone, looking up the
street at me.

A wind I had never noticed blew across

the schoolground and made it as still and icy as her
stare.
The next year when I was seven, I started school. I
didn't go to Saint Paul's.
Daly school.

I went to public--to the

It didn't have wire mesh on its windows.

Its teachers didn't wear black drapes.

They tried to

give hard looks and make their voices sound like a wall
of bricks the way Sister Ralph did, but she was bigger
and better than them at it.
Soon enough I learned that school was about being
watched and being told.

I began to learn differences.

I was different from the boys in the neighborhood who
went to Saint Paul's. They drilled us in differences-the boys had a different bathroom from the girls; the
third and fourth graders played in a different part of
the schoolground than where we first and second graders
played; those who had kindergarten read better than
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those of us who didn't.

All the time we had to know

which desk, where we belonged, and how we were
different.
That first year, Jim and I played every day after
school and in the summer. We did until February.

That's

when the snow turned brown, dry and crusty like old
bread.

New snow just mixed in with the stale stuff.

Everyone got tired of shoveling it.
You hear some car with chains on, driving up some
street.

Its chains slap against a fender.

driver goes slow.
slapping.

So the

The chain flaps around slap-slap-

I know this sound for winter in February.

I

hear it when I sit at my desk in school and watch Miss
O'Donnel's mouth flap open, and I think ten more years
of school.
I was walking home from school on Fifth Street like
always.

The snow had begun its afternoon melt.

ran along the gutter and into the sewer.
dripped and shined with sunlight.

Water

Icicles

The snow was heavy

and good for packing into a hard snowball, a snowball
that drips ice water and makes your hands red.

I had my

jacket unzipped and was walking along feeling the cool
air against my throat.

The sky was clear except for the

smoke coming out of the big stack.

My Dad says it's the

tallest in the world. Somehow, Mount Haggin made it look
small.

As I turned from looking up at the snowfields on
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the mountain, a gleam of sunlight flashed inside an
icicle and a snowball hit me smack in the ear.
My ear throbbed, and a stab of pain shot through
it.

I screamed, began running and crying.

palm over my ear.

I held my

It was plastered with snow.

I

stopped, cocked my head to the side and shook it.
slushy snow stayed.

The

Running my finger through the folds

and flaps, I dug out the slush; but in the hole, it
wouldn't come out.
there.

My ear felt deaf and like it wasn't

I knew I lost it.

I looked around to see who

had thrown the snowball. I didn't see anyone--Fifth
Street, the side streets, no one.

It must have come

from the alley
There's a difference between alleys and streets.
Alleys belong to kids.

If you throw rocks in the

street, some grown-up is going to yell at you, afraid
you'll break a street light or a car's headlight or a
porch window.

In the alley you can throw rocks at

garage doors, garbage cans, fence posts, dogs, even at
somebody's sister.
guns and smokes.

The alley is where you try out bb-

It's where you go to fight.

threw that snowball meant to hurt me.

Whoever

He was standing

in that alley, hiding somewhere now, probably up by the
Daly barns.

My Dad says this was Marcus Daly's town,

the man who started the Anaconda Company.

There's Daly

school, Daly street, and the Daly bank. The Daly barns
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were up that alley--a boarded-up old stable where he
kept race horses once.

Whoever hurt me was up there

grinning as if he were Marcus Daly himself and owned me.
I felt something hot as hate slip into my chest, but I
knew I couldn't catch him.

So I went home.

By the time I got home, the snow had melted out of
my ear.
home.

Yet it still felt deafened.

My Mom wasn't

She works cleaning houses for three old ladies.

I help her clean on Saturdays by dusting furniture.

She

also washes lace table cloths and curtains for a
laundry.

Dad had just come off dayshift.

He looked in

my ear, then called Mrs. Zarr next door and asked if she
would look at it.

He sent me over to her because she's

a nurse.
Mrs. Zarr was making meatloaf.
their upright piano.

Gail was playing

She takes lessons so that when she

gets older she can play for money at her grandpa's bar.
She's in the same grade at Saint Paul's as Jim, but
already she plays songs with all her fingers--songs like
"I'm Always Chasing Rainbows," "Blue Moon," "For Me and
My Gal," "My Blue Heaven."

She didn't

attention to me but kept playing.
watching their baby Dickey.

pay any

Her sister Shiela was

Shiela isn't in school yet.

She has one funny arm because of polio.

It's like a

regular arm except her bone is rubbery.

It just flops.

She can't throw a ball with it or hold onto a swing's
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chain.

Mr. Zarr was in the bedroom, putting on his

smelter boots like he was getting ready for a shift.
That seemed odd because it was almost four and the
afternoon shift starts at three.
"Gail stop that pounding,"
came out of the kitchen.
the tune.

Mrs. Zarr said as she

Gail played until she finished

Mrs. Zarr sat down and held my head as close

to her as she could.

She was five months pregnant.

She

poked a cotton swab in my ear, took it out and studied
it.

I saw a spot of blood on it.

"Can you hear this?"

She snapped her fingers by my ear.

Gail came and stood

beside me.
"Yes,"

I said,

"I can."

"How'd it happen?"

Gail asked.

to her,-Mrs.'Zarr telephoned my Dad.

As I explained it
I heard her tell

him that she thought my ear drum was okay, only I might
have a little tear in it that would scab over.

She said

she could drop me off at the doctor's if he wanted
because she had to drive Rich up to the smelter for a
call-out and Gail to her music lesson.
"Did you see who threw it?"

Gail asked

"No."
"I know who could have."
Catholic boys--I never suspected them.
knew, it had to be.

But if Gail

Stewey lived on Fifth; so did

Jamsey and Bob Applegate.
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"I heard some boys say you walk Fifth street home
and that's their street."
"It ain't their street.

It's anybody's."

"We better get to goin'," said Mr. Zarr.

Mrs. Zarr

got off the phone and said, "Your Dad says you can ride
along with us.

Your ear's gonna be all right."

Had my Mom been home, I'd have had to go to the
doctor's.

I didn't really trust Mrs. Zarr either—the

way she let Dickey wear burped-up food dried all over
his chest, and Shiela's bad arm, and Gail, who she made
wear these old yellow dresses that looked like sacks
with holes cut out for her arms.

Even in winter Gail

never wore a dress with sleeves.

Her white stockings

had turned gray and had smudge spots on them.
didn't even care about my ear.
things:
coupe.

But I

I wanted just two

to hurt Catholics and to ride in the '57 Ford
It was kind of a magic car.

No matter how

slushy the streets got and no matter how dirty the
Zarr's looked, it stayed shining yellow and white.
Gail got her music.

We got in the back, each by a

window with Shiela between me and Gail.

Mrs. Zarr

drove, with her big belly touching against the steering
wheel.

Mr. Zarr had Dickey on his lap.

"What are you gonna do?"

Gail asked me when we

passed the guard's gate on the way to the smelter.
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"I'm gonna get my friends and walk Fifth street
tomorrow."
We let Mr. Zarr off by the time-keeper's building.
I was trying to look toward the furnace building where
the copper gets melted.
plant hummed.

I saw steam rising.

The whole

I turned to look out Gail's window to see

how the big stack looked this close up, and I saw Mr.
Zarr kissing Gail good-bye.

He had reached his hand

around her to hug her; only he was holding her funny.
Her dress was up in the back and I saw her pink panties
that had small holes in the back of them.
hand was between her legs.

Mr. Zarr's

I looked away so they

wouldn't notice me watching.

Just then he let go of her

and I saw Gail turn her head.

She looked at me and knew

I-had seen.
Gail traded places with Shiela on the ride down.
"Pick a song in this book and I'll learn to play it,"
she told me.

She turned the pages until we came to

"Stairway to the Stars."
Mom sing it.

I picked it because I heard my

Gail touched my leg and smiled up at me

with her chin lowered and her eyes big.
When I got home, Mom was mad at Dad for not taking
me to the doctor.

It was too late now because I had

driven around with the Zarr's.

She wanted to keep me

out of school the next day and take me herself.

I

didn't want to miss school because I wanted to plaster
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Stewey with snowballs.
ear.

I wanted to slam one against his

I wanted to see him bawl.

I wanted to go out in

the alley and practice my aim, but Mom wouldn't let me,
though she did say I didn't have to go to the doctor's
till after school.
That evening the wind began blowing.
crusted brittle and the wind polished it.
over the town.

The snow
Clouds sank

Then the wind shredded them until hard

snow slanted down and swirled around inside blasts of
air.
In the morning, Mom told me to shovel the walk.
Dad had shoveled it before he left to catch the six
o'clock bus, but snow had drifted the sidewalk again.
Mom liked it clear in the morning because she said if
someone fell, they'd sue us.

"Shovel Mrs. Zarr's too.

She looked at your ear."
As I shoveled the Zarr's walk, Gail raised her
shade.

Her bed was right against the window that opened

to the porch.

Their house didn't have a glassed-in

porch like ours did.

Their porch sagged from all the

renters who had lived there and worn its steps smooth.
The house was painted the yellow color that Gail's
dresses were, and like her frayed socks, the paint
chipped.

People just rented it, then moved on after

they wrecked it.

She tapped the glass and sat on her

knees, filling the whole window with her body.
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I waved

to her.

She began pulling her nightgown slowly up.

saw her bare legs.
glinting.

I

She beamed a smile at me, her eyes

My breath wisped into the air.

Her nightgown

looked like her sack dresses, sleeveless. The nightie
hem crept higher.
above her chest.

She raised it to her belly then to
I saw everything.

All Maple street

saw everything—except everyone was in bed or in their
kitchens in the back or had their shades still drawn.
Just when I wanted to hate all Catholics, Gail was in
love with me.
I had seen naked females before, but not a live
one.

Mom had some magazines that she didn't want me to

see.

My Dad said I ought to be told those things,

explained.

Mom didn't want me to know yet.

them talk,..heard her cry.

I heard

So once when both of them

were gone to work, I looked at the magazines.

There

were lines of naked people, lines of men and lines of
women.

They stood beside each other and didn't look

shamed or even curious, just sad and worried.

There's

no place in all of Anaconda where people go naked in
front of each other like that.

Then I saw pictures of

skulls and skeletons, starved people with their skin
stuck to their bones, and dead people thrown altogether.
They were Jews.
Suddenly Gail pulled down her gown and flattened
herself on the bed as if someone came in the room.
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I

went back to shoveling, but I noticed a hand pull the
shade down.

Mom opened our door and yelled for me to

hurry up.
At recess I told the boys in my class how the
Catholics hit me in the ear with a snowball, how they
wanted to take over Fifth Street.

Laurie Marchion,

Benny Everett, Duane Brugmann, and Bobbie Smith--all the
boys who were fast runners, good throwers, the boys who
walked the same way home except they walked sixth
street--I asked them to help.
"Why don't you walk Sixth Street like the rest of
us," Benny told me.
"Leave things alone,"

Laurie Marchion said.

"Saint Paul's walks Fifth; we walk Sixth.

That way

there's no trouble."
No one would help me.

The Miller twins said they

would, but both of them were bookworms.

They never

played keep-away or dodge ball or tackle.

I didn't

stand a chance with the Millers on my side.
a difference like my Dad talked about.

Then I saw

The Miller's

father was a smelterman, but Marchion's owned the
hardware store, Brugmann's the bowling alley, Smith's
dad sold Chryslers, Benny Everett's mom taught first
grade.

Their fathers never lost work during the strike

and had to leave town.

They lived in big houses and had

their own bedrooms. Saint Paul's was always proving how
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tough they were and winning football games and
basketball championships.

We never won anything. I'd

have to fight alone.
After school one Miller twin showed up, Ken.

We

walked three blocks down Fifth when we came upon Stewey,
Jamsey, Joey, Bob and Jim.
Gail must have told them.

I didn't expect all of them.
I couldn't believe she'd do

that after what she did this morning.

Mostly, I didn't

expect to see Jim. They reached for snow, except Jim,
and I knew he wouldn't betray me.

Stewey threw first.

The snowballs came like hail, splattering on the
sidewalk, hitting me in the leg, the shoulder, the
chest. : I threw at Stewey, he stooped to get another
handful of snow.

My throw went over his head.

I tried

to keep pace with their bombs, but my aim went bad.
Miller laughed like it was a game.

Ken

He had his tongue

stuck out the side of his mouth, stretched his arm back
in a big wind-up, and came forward with a hurl that
carried his whole weight,

but his toss didn't even

reach the snowbank on the other side.

Then I saw him,

Jim, hurling cold chunks of snow.
"C'mon. C'mon," I told Ken. "Let's get out of
here.
"You don't belong here,"

Stewey shouted, sounding

like Sister Ralph, swelling up to stand like her,
swelling his voice.

"Stay off Fifth Street."
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They could have Fifth.

They could gang up on me,

throw faster and harder, hit better.
But Jim I didn't.

I expected that.

I felt the same hate I had yesterday.

For all that mattered, he could have thrown the
snowball.

Even if he didn't, he was throwing today,

throwing away all the nine-cent pops and crab apples,
Mrs. Boston's dogs and the time I stood by his mom when
she cut her face.

Now I wanted to get even with Jim.

A couple of weeks ago this summer, the chance came.
In summer the whole world becomes one big alley.
is schools and houses.

Winter

Summer is backyards and streets.

Backyards are almost like alleys.

Parents tell you to

stay in the backyard and since they can look out and see
you, they think they know what you're doing; but because
they know where you're at, they never pay much attention
to what you do.
Jim and Stewey, Jamsey and the rest play baseball
down at Saint Paul's in the afternoon.
the girl's play Softball there.

Come evening,

I ride my bike over to

Washoe Park, climb up to the old railroad bed and
tunnels on the northside and go down to the smelter's
old works, or I'll hike up the A-hill, use hoses in the
cemetery to build dams or slide down the sluice boxes
the miners left on the side of Mount Haggin and think
about climbing it someday.
Sands' garage.

Sometimes I go to Roman

He welded my bike when it was broke.
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He

wears a helmet with tinted glass and told me not to look
at the arc when he welds or it'll burn my eyes.
garage smells from oil and gas.
of his tools to fix my bike.

His

He said I can use any

I watch him overhaul

engines so that I'll learn something.

Whenever he's

home, he's out in his garage working on cars or out in
the alley welding.
I was in my backyard when I saw Jim walking the
pipe fence that Roman Sands welded for the Zarr's.

The

Zarr's have a gravel backyard with two broken
refrigerators, an old furnace and some car seats in it.
Jim was walking the pipe like a circus tight rope man.
He waved and called to Gail to come out.

Our yard has

grass, two lilac trees and a h^ge around it.
see me through the hedge.
her kitchen window.
Gail's.

He didn't

I saw Gail wave to him from

I could see between our house and

Mrs. Zarr and Rich Zarr went out the front door

with Shiela and Dickey.

Mr. Zarr was going to drive.

I

figured maybe he was taking her to the hospital to have
the baby.

Jim kept acting like a tight rope walker.

So

he didn't see Gail go out the front door or see their
car drive off.

He shouted for her to come out and

started waving his hands in the air.
forward and gave out a cry.

Then he pitched

I looked to see if he broke

his arm or cracked his head open.

He must have thought

Gail was still watching because he kept from bawling.
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His arm had little rocks stuck in at the elbow and
bloody scrapes.

He was picking sand out of it.

I stuck my head over the fence where the hedge
doesn't grow

very good.

I was trying to think of a way

to get even.

"They're gone," I said.

"I just saw Gail," he said.
"She went out the front door and they drove off."
"Oh," he said and looked like he did want to cry
and maybe like he thought I was lying.
"If you want to wash off, you can use our hose."

I

thought about squirting him, really soaking him when he
got into the yard, just to see the look of shock on his
face.
"Okay."

He climbed over the fence where the hedge

is low while I turned the hose on.
and brought him the hose.

I turned it on low

He washed his hands, his

elbows, had a drink, then passed the hose to me.

I

looked at him as he touched the raw places of his flesh
and winced.

Then I had a drink.

It tasted like green

rubber, cold and like I could guzzle it all day.
passed the hose again to him.
said, "Ahh."

I

He took another drink and

We laughed and I was sorry I wanted to

hurt him.
"I'm sorry I threw snowballs at you,"
surprised me.
"It's okay," I said.
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he said and

"I only did it because...well you know, the fellows
and they go to Saint Paul's."
"Me and you got Maple,"

I said.

like when we split cream sodas.

I wanted it to be

"You like Gail?"

"I know her from school.

She plays piano."

"She likes me, " I said.

"Maybe I could get her to

like you."
"She likes you?"

he looked at me suspicious.

"That time we had the snowball fight.
her sidewalk..."

I shovelled

I told him the whole story, how she

lifted her gown and showed herself.

"She might even

show you if I ask her."
"Would you?"

He looked wide eyed at me.

"I'll let

you play baseball with us if you ask her."
I promised about Gail; he promised about the game,
then left.

When the Zarr's came home, Mrs. Zarr wasn't

with them; neither was Shiela and Dickey, just Mr. Zarr
and Gail.

Gail came around to the backyard to see if

Jim was still there.

I climbed over the fence.

"Jim waited for you but he left,"

I told her. She

wore one of those smudged, yellow sack dresses.

Her

hair was pasted together like it was oily and needed
washing.

She was sitting on a broken refrigerator that

was lying doorside down.

"Do you like him?"

"He's just a boy in school."
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"Remember last winter when I shovelled your
walk..."
"You didn't tell him.

You can't tell anyone that

or I'll never show you again."
She wanted to show me again?

"You could show me

again in the alley," I said because we could do anything
in the alley.
"No, someone will see."
"Between the garages."
"Kids go up and down the alley.
"I know, Roman Sands'.
he ain't home."

Someone'11 see."

If he ain't in his garage,

We walked out of her backyard, into the

alley, and down to Mr. Sands.

His garage was quiet.

I

opened the swinging door and saw a car up on blocks with
its hood open.
beside it.

Oily rags and pistons were on the floor

Rags soaked up the oil underneath it.

In

the far corner stood his green tanks for welding and his
arc welder and his mask to keep from hurting his eyes.
In the other corner there was a big pile of old clothing
and sheets, torn cheesecloth and clean rags.

"He's not

here."
Gail came in and pointed to the pile.
there."

"Over

She went to the rags and pulled her sack dress

over her head.

I stood looking at her flat chest, her

pink panties, the same panties that had the holes in the
back.

"You got to show too."
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She waited till I took off my pants.

Then she

slipped out of her drawers and stood there in just her
tennis shoes.

"Now you."

After I took mine off we stood staring at each
other.

I felt embarrassed.

She laid down in the rag

pile. "I'll show you how to make a baby."
"I don't wanna make a baby."

I knew my Mom would

kill me.
"It's just practice."
"Let's get dressed."
"I'll show you.

It's easy and I can't make a real

baby. Not until I get big here."
It was as flat as mine.

She touched her chest.

I laid beside her.

We faced

each other on our sides.
"Just practice,"
She grabbed me.
pinched me there.

I said.
"Make it hard,"

she said and

She tried to pull it against her.

"Put it here, then pee but just a little."
The only time it ever got hard was in the morning
when I had to go bathroom and it just did that on its
own.- I couldn't do anything she asked.
said.

"It won't,"

Then the swinging garage door moved.

saw someone.

I

I thought I

"It's Mr. Sands."

We scrambled up and began dressing.
ever tell,"

she said.

showed you.

But we can't ever tell."

"You can't

"Someone showed me how and now I
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"Someone's there,"

I said.

We went to the door and out into the empty alley.
"It's just the wind," she said.
I walked Gail to her house and she went inside to
her dad.

I waited in my backyard until it was time for

the game at Saint Paul's.
tell Jim.

I didn't know just what to

I didn't understand what had happened.

could Gail know about making babies.

How

But then her mom

was pregnant. Except she wanted me to pee just a little.
I didn't think babies came from pee.

Just think if my

Mom didn't flush, I could pee into the toilet and make a
baby.

And in the sewer, people's pee could mix and make

babies.
pipes.

Thousands of babies growing down in the sewer
Gail didn't make sense.

I walked to Saint Paul's.

Jamsey, Joey, Bobbie,

Jim and Stewey were there and some other Catholic boys.
"He ain't gonna be on my side," Stewey told Jim.
"He's gotta be on yours."
I still wondered why Stewey didn't like me.

I knew

he was acting that time on the schoolground when Sister
Ralph chased me.

It was something before that.

Whatever it was, I wanted to do good in this game.

If I

was a good baseball player, they'd like me; they'd want
me on their team.
I had to take right field.

It was pretty slow.

One time Jamsey swung late and I caught his fly.
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Jamsey

looked pretty surprised and I knew I proved something to
him.

When we got to bat, I tried too hard.

soon always and hit into left field.

I swung too

The first good hit

I got went into left right along the foul line in front
of the school.

Stewey was pitching.

He looked

surprised too because I got a hit that put me on first.
After that they were wise to me.

They kept expecting me

to hit into left so the third baseman was always ready
for me.

Our team stayed behind.

Our last turn, I held

back and got a good hit into center.

The ball went into

the alley behind Saint Paul's and I made second.
Stewey wouldn't pitch with me on second.
yelling at him to throw the ball.
second baseman, had it.

Jim kept

I think Jamsey, the

He was waiting for me to take a

lead, and then to tag me out.

Jim came out to second

and told me, "Don't take any leads.

Just stay on base."

He wanted us to stay in the game to see if we could
catch up.

If I went out, the game was over.

Stewey still didn't pitch.
walked up to Stewey.
me to get back.
I.

Jamsey left second and

I took a lead-off.

Jim yelled at

Jamsey came back to second and so did

Stewey still didn't pitch and that made Jim even

madder. So, I decided to take a lead off.

I figured I

could beat fat Jamsey and Joey in a run-down.

Jamsey

had the ball . He chased me, tossed it to Joey.
went back and forth.

They got me.
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We

Jim flung the bat

down and I could hear the tap of its wood echo off the
school.
The others left on their bikes.
Jim stayed.

Stewey, Jamsey and

"You're a Jew, " Stewey said to me.

"So."
"We got something you oughta see."
"In the alley."

Jamsey said.

"You're a good pitcher,"

I told Stewey. The school

looked darker than ever during the summer, its crosshatched wire screen locking in a pit of blackness.

The

school threw a shadow into the alley.
"Better look,"

Jim said.

I couldn't tell if he

was still mad at me for losing the game.
"They take Jews there,"

Stewey said.

"What for?"
"We'll show you."
For some reason, I wanted to see. I had never been
back there. On one side of the alley was a wall of
garages and fences.

The fences kept kids and balls from

getting into the backyards.

One fence was painted gray.

The asphalt of the playground had been hot.
dark air felt thick.

Here the

Behind a square concrete

foundation of Saint Paul's were two basement windows.
A pipe came out of one window.

On its end was a

fitting that looked like a sprinkler.

It had a hole

about the size of a quarter that was covered with fine
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mesh.

It made a popping sound--pocketa-pocketa-pocketa-

-like air was pumping out of it.

As we went toward the

pipe, I smelled that chemical odor like the laundry had
where my Mom works.
"Put your hand on it,"

Stewey said to me when we

got to it.
"No."
"It's all right,"

Jim said.

He climbed onto the

concrete foundation and put his hand over the hole.
pocketa-pocketa sound muffled.

Jim drew his hand away

and the print of the mesh showed on his palm.
I tried it then.

"See."

"What is it?"

"See down there."
basement.

The

Stewey pointed into the

I looked into Saint Paul Vs.

It was full of

water pipes, sewer pipes, heating pipes, boilers.
"That's were they gas Jews."
"You're lying,"

I said, but I remembered the lines

of naked men and women, the dead bodies and the starved
men.

Somewhere, someone was gassing Jews, and Stewey

seemed to know all about it.
"When you hear this pipe sucking,"

Jamsey said,

"it means they're gassing Jews."
I looked into the cellar., "I don't see people.
There'd be people in lines."
"You'll see 'em," Jamsey said.
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"Who?"

I knew the Schwartzes and the Rosenbergs.

Nothing ever happened to them.

There'd be piles of

bodies and people going into the school.
anybody.

"I never see

There are hardly any Jews here."

"Did you see Gail naked?"
"No,"

Stewey asked.

I said, trying not to look surprised.

"Liar," Jim shouted.
"You saw her,"

Stewey said.

"You're gonna get her

to show us too or we'll put you down there with the
others and gas you."
"There she is,"

I shouted; and as they looked

away, I ran out of the alley.
Stewey tackled me.

They chased behind me.

We got up. "I never saw Gail.

I

just said that because you threw a snowball at me."
"I saw you,"

Jim said.

"I saw both of you go into

Roman Sands' garage."
"Liar,"

I called him and charged him.

himself with his arms.

He shielded

I slugged my fists against them,

against his belly , his chest.

Stewey tried to pull me

off and we toppled to the ground.

He didn't hit back.

I heard the thuds of my fist landing on his chest.
Because there was no fight in him I slacked off.
"He didn't see anything,"
was lying all the time.

Jim said.

"I knew he

He didn't see her, ever."

I expected a fight and he was giving in.
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Far off,

sirens sounded.

The fire station horn blared and a fire

engine screamed.
"Look at that,"

Stewey pointed toward Maple

street, "There's a fire."
A tall black tail of smoke rose in the air from my
house.

Jim and I leaped up.

All of us ran toward the

smoke.
On Maple street, Mr. Zarr ran at us, shouting,
"Get back.

She's gonna blow.

Get back."

My Dad ran

around the side of our house, carrying the hose and
yelling at my Mom,
sakej"

"Turn it on.

Turn it on for god's

Smoke rolled from the open trunk of the Zarr's

yellow and white '57 Ford.

Fire flamed in the backseat.

Mrs, Zarr stood on the porch .of their house and
screamed, "Get out and stay out.
never want to see you again."
ever.

Stay away from us.

She was still pregnant as

I expected to see the car burst into a ball of

flame and swallow my Dad.

Water spurted from his hose.

He squirted into the trunk.

Mr. Zarr shoved us to the

sidewalk on the far side of the street.
die.

I

"I hope you

You sonafabitch\" shouted Mrs. Zarr.

A firetruck

raced up and a fireman with one of those copper carryaround extinguishers sprayed the car.

My Dad twisted

the nozzle of his hose off.
The fireman stood around afterward looking at the
car while Mrs. Zarr threw all of Mr. Zarr's work
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clothes, boots, and other stuff out of the house.
Mom watched from inside our house.
times, "That woman's crazy."

My

She said a couple of

Dad held the paper in

front of him and said, "It's none of our business," each
time my Mom said something.
A week went by.

First Mrs. Zarr sold their piano.

I watched Roman Sands and some other guys load it onto
his GMC and drive off.

Then Mrs. Zarr went to the

hospital and had a brother for Dickey.

Some lady stayed

with Gail and Shiela while Mrs. Zarr was in the
hospital.

When she got home, she made Gail dress in a

pink dress, and somedays she wore a white dress, with
lace and puffy shoulders and sleeves.
One day she was dressed in her prissy white outfit
and sitting in her backyard on that broken refrigerator.
Her hair was cut different, washed and curled with one
of those white plastic hair bands in it.

I climbed over

the fence where the hedge is low.
"Let's go to Roman Sands' garage,"

I told her.

"I can't do that no more."
"Mr. Sands isn't there.

No one will see us."

"My Momma knows and I can't do it no more."
"I can make it work for practicing this time,"
lied.
"I had to confess it too."
"Just let me try again."
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I

"Momma says a girl like me shouldn't do things like
that."
It was silly of Gail to just sit there.
belong in those clothes.

She didn't

Besides, she looked dumb in

them sitting on a broken refrigerator.

There was no

reason for her not to try it again with me.

So, I

reached down through the gravel in her yard and grabbed
a handful of sand. "If you don't come with me,"

I said

trying to sound like Stewey did when he bullied me,
trying to sound just like a Catholic because she was a
Catholic and she could understand that kind of talk,
"I'm going to dump this sand in your hair."
"I'll never do it again,"

she screamed and I

slapped the whole handful of grit on top of her head and
ground it into her curls.
"I saw that,"

shouted Mrs. Zarr as she came

through the back door.

I ran for the alley.

marching down the alley toward me.

She came

Mrs. Zarr, the woman

who burned a new '57 Ford, the woman my Mom called
crazy, the woman who threw her husband out, was mad and
chasing me.
corner.

I came out of the alley and ran to the

She followed.

I ran up the block and cut

through Roman Sands' yard.
against the sidewalk.
couldn't see.
a car.

I heard her heels tapping

I went inside his garage.

I

I stumbled over some engine parts beside

He wasn't there.

I crawled into the rag pile
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and buried myself in them.

When I heard someone's shoe

scrape against the floor, I held my breath and made
myself stiff.

I heard pieces of metal touching, then

after awhile some more footsteps.
"Did he come in here?"

asked Mrs. Zarr.

"Who?" said Mr. Sands.
"He's hiding in here."
"Who?

No one's here except me."

Footsteps came near.

I had to breathe.

I let my

breath out slow and it seemed like the whole rag pile
sunk as my chest grew small.

"I thought he came in

here."
She walked away and Mr. Sands went back to work.
As I listened to the sounds of his tools on machine
parts, I wondered how I'd ever get out of there.
"You can come out, boy."

He said.

"She's gone."

He acted like he knew I was there all the time.

When I

crawled out, he was stooped over a piston cleaning the
grit out of a ring groove.

"Seems to me you got to

settle some things in this neighborhood."
hands clean with a rag.

He wiped his

"You've got to face what's bad

and make it right."
"Yes, sir."
"Seems to me you've been spending a lot of time in
this garage and a lot of time lately in that rag pile."
He began scraping at a piston's groove again.
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He was

the oldest man I knew and right then he seemed older
than the rocks on Mount Haggin. "Go on now and see what
you can do about it."
I went out the swinging door into the alley.
Zarr wasn't in sight.

Mrs.

I didn't want to go home just

then and find her telling my Mom everything or find my
Mom throwing everything I have into the street.
some reason, I wanted to go to Saint Paul's.

For

I wanted

to go into that dark alley again and look into that
basement window where Jews were suppose to be.

If they

were there, it was because people were mean, mean enough
to hit a guy in the ear with a snowball and mean enough
to put dirt in Gail's hair.
So I went there. It was cool and dark and smelled
like laundry chemicals.
pocketa-pocketa sound.

The pipe was making that
I looked in the basement window.

Someone was there. I couldn't see them very well.

So I

knocked on the glass. I pounded and looked harder. But I
couldn't see anyone.

So, I sat there thinking about

backyards and alleys, Daly school and Saint Paul's when
a hand grabbed me, a hand big as a brick snared my whole
wrist and fist.

I looked up thinking Mrs. Zarr had

caught me and I saw Sister Ralph.
"Noooo,"
to pull away.

I shouted.

I cried and twisted and tried

If I could have pulled my arm out of the

socket and left her holding it, I would have.
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I would

have gone one armed into the world because I knew she
was going to haul me into that basement and gas me.

It

was her I had seen down there in her black robes.
"Don't kill me."
"Child,"

she said, but she kept her grip.

"I just wanted to see them."
"Talk sense."
"You gas Jews herej"
"What's your name?"

she asked. I told her.

didn't say anything after that.

She

She just sat down on

the concrete foundation and looked at my hand.

She

looked at my palm, at my knuckles and then she touched
my hand with the tip of her first finger.

She touched

me gently as ever, moving her fingertip over my hand.
It tickled like a feather but not in a funny way.

I

liked it.
"Who told you that?"
her about Stewey

She finally asked. So I told

and what he had said.

She nodded,

didn't say anything and kept touching my hand.

The

longer we sat there, the more I came to think Stewey
lied.

She kept studying my hand, not saying anything.

Then I knew he lied.
could go home.

And when I knew that, I knew I

"Can I go?"

I asked.

She smiled in a

sad way, folded up my hand and gave it back to me.
That happened one week ago.
my Mom what I did to Gail.

Mrs. Zarr didn't tell

Mr. Sands has just closed
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the tailgate on his GMC.
move her things.

Mrs. Zarr has hired him to

My Mom is standing at the window

saying she thinks they're going to Billings because Mrs.
Zarr is a nurse and they have a big hospital there for
her to work at.

Any minute now they'll drive off and

I'll never see Gail.

She's standing on the sidewalk.

Mrs. Zarr is holding her new baby and coming out of the
house.
"C'mon Gail,"

she's saying.

Roman Sands is

lifting Shiela and Dickey into the truck. Gail is
climbing in too.
"Gail, Gail." I'm shouting at her as I run out of
the house. "I'm sorry."
Roman Sands is starting the engine.

Gail is

waving, waving at me as they drive off down Maple
Street.

I can see her and Dickey looking back at me.
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GLOSSARY
Adit: a horizontal excavation into a hillside
Bed: a seam, or horizontal vein of ore
Buzzie: a compressed air drill either Burleigh, Rand,
Leyner or Ingersoll in brand
Cage: the enclosed elevator miners enter to raise or
lower through the shaft to a level or drift
Cage Tender: worker whose job require him to load ore
cars onto a cage
Chippy: the cage used to gain access to the lower levels
in a mine during a shift; since the cages and
ore skips counterbalance each other, raising
ore skips interferes with using the main
cages(the more powerful primary hoist is used
to raise ore skips)--therefore the chippy cage
becomes the only means to access the diggings;
the name comes from a slang term labeling
loose or adulterous women but applied by
miners to the less powerful secondary hoist
Chutes: system of making gravity work to move rock by
dumping ore downhill into an excavation that
collects rock from all the higher diggings and
allows the ore to be loaded directly into a
skip which carries the ore to the surface
Chute Tapper: the worker who loads ore from the chute
into the skip; since the rock wants to fall
downhill, closing the chute door becomes a
problem
Cob: to break ore with a hammer in order to separate
good ore from worthless rock
Contract Miner: a miner who leases a drift from the
company and essentially earns his money by the
amount of rock he (sells to the company)
breaks
Crosscut: a level that cuts an ore vein at a right
angle
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Glossary continued

Double Jacking: two miners, both with sledge hammers
strike a steel drill that another man turns in
order to bore a blasting hole
Drift: the excavation made that follows an ore vein
Drift Sets: a frame of posts and a lintel that supports
underground rock
Dry: change house that miners use to dress and
they dry wet or washed clothes

where

Duggan: a loose slab or rock in the ceiling of a drift
that could fall and kill a miner; named after
a Butte mortician
Gallows or Gallus: see Headframe
Glory Hole: a sink in the ground surface created when
underground digging collapses
Hanging Wall: the side over the vein
Headframe: a heavily braced structure above a
mineshaft used to raise and lower cages and
skips by means of a sheave wheel and an engine
room with a hoisting drum in complex
operations and a winch in simple mining; also
called Gallows or Gallus
Lagging: planks and boards used to cover the rock wall
in drifts or put over drift sets to protect
the timbers from blasting
Manway: ladders that connect the layers of a raise so
that miners can climb upward to get to the
diggings on a vein or so that they can climb
to the next level
Mucker: a worker whose task involves shoveling or
loading(in the case of machine loaders) rock
and ore into ore cars
Nipper: a worker whose task involves supplying miners
with drills, powder and other essentials;
muckers with shovels and picks; timbermen or
other workers with the tools or materials
necessary to accomplish their work, using the
chippy cage to access the workings
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Glossary continued

Placer Mining: washing gold out of streams or stream
beds--a method dependent on water to separate
heavier minerals from lighter
Quartz Mining: following a vein underground by digging
and blasting shafts and drifts
Raise: structure of frames and lagging built to reach a
vein in a large excavation
Sheave: a pulley wheel at the top of a headframe that
directs a cable down into the shaft
Single Jacking: one miner holds a steel drill and
hammers and twists it to bore a blasting hole
Skip: the carriage used to raise ore up the a shaft; the
chute tapper loads a skip; however, on the
surface engineers have designed it to tilt
itself and dump its ore into a hopper which
directs the rock to fall downward and load
into railroad cars or wagons
Stamps: machinery used for crushing ore
Stope: a pocket of ore excavated to such an extent that
miners need to build a series of raises to
mine all of it
Stulls:

timbers placed in levels and covered with
boards

Sump: the bottom of the main shaft from which
underground water is pumped
Tamping: sealing powder into a drilled blasting hole
Wobblie: slang term used to refer to a union member of
the International Workers of the World--a
radical union founded by Bill Haywood that
broke away from the Western Federation of
Miners(WFM)
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